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MosL People Spend Enough Foolishly Every Month to Buy at Least One War Savings .Piamp! Do Yoti?
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Food Administration Officials Gen, Diaz1 Men Capture
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Expect Congress and Food
Prisoners Alone While
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of Scilclil Ishlilo, n prominent Japanese merchant at Vladivostok by Uolshcvlk
With the
Tin1 photograph shows a Russian war-o- f
under Admiral Hunjl Knto took commnml.
brlgumK .liipuncse vwindiips
those Kiiai'dtitK the liailHir.
e
war, now under tin' .lapuiie-e- , ns one
ship taken in the
ussn-xlnnll-

(By Ii. Dana Johnson.)
The inspiring strains of natlonul
airs played by the 133rd Infantry band
from Camp Cody yesterday afternoon
at the armory ushered in the
congress on war work
and conservation and especially on
Hooveriged cookery which Is to be
held in the city ail this week the
first statewide gathering of women to
study ways and means of grilling the
kaiser on the kitchen stoves of tha
patriotic housewives of New Mexico.
It was a warm hour on a warm day,
but the mothers and daughters and
the sisters minded it not a bit. Over
two hundred of them were there from
all parts of the state when Major J.
H. Toulouse, field secretary of the
food adminsitration, opened the ses-- .
sionThey are coming In on every
train and 500 is set as the minimum
number that will be here by the middle of the Week.
After music by the band, by a ladles
chorus and the Fountain SiBters, who
achieved great applause by their rendering of "La Paloma" and another
selection.
The convention was opened by Paul
Q. Redington, city manager of
who extended, a hospitable
' ir.Dliiiu a li a .,. Intro ,w. ln tmhulf
of the stale's metropolis: by Ralph
C. Ely, federal food
administrator
for New Mexico, who combined an ex- -.
planation of the food situation and an
eloquent appeal to the women of the
state in his audresa: by Charles
Springer, chairman of the executive
committee of the New Mexico Council
of Slate Defense, who paid a high tribute to the womanhood of the nation
and state and broughb a message of
thrift and
from the national derense council: and by A. C.
Cooloy, the alert and dynamic young
director of the extension work of the
state college. Major J. II- Toulouse
Boon to leave the food administration
probably for the trenches in France,
and who received a tribute and a Godspeed from Mr. Springer, Introduced
the variouB speakers briefly and effectively.
After music by the band, whose selections formed a fitting background
for the spirit of the, meeting, and
vocal selections by Albuquerque women representative of the personnel
of the convention, City Manager Redington was Introduced and got the
Mother-Dau-

ghter

Albu-iuerq-

ue

gathering interested Instantaneously
by wading vigorously into the kaiser
and all his works, Including "William
h
Also
Hearst," declaring
that one of the biggest things done
by the council of state defense was Its
Inauguration of a public protest
against the utterances and the publications of Mr. Hearst.
'"The representation here," said Mr.
- Redington,
"is a splendid Indication
of the spirit of the American people.
They are in this war to the finish-TheRan-dolp-

-

,

,

will do all :n their power to
back up their, government and will
never consent to ending the war by
a treaty signed anywhere else than
on the other side of the Rhine."
Mr. Redington declared that it was
creditable
extremely
that peoplt
should take the time and effort "to
rome here and learn how to best
brand the canards of the kaiser to the
effect that the people of America are
heart and soul back of their government."
"The food administration," said the
speaker, "has done as much as any
branch of the government to educate
the people Into the knowledge of whnt
must be done to win the war. The
man Is guilty of treason who opposes
this work, as much as the yellow dog
wno snouts ror peace at any price.
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Washington, June 24. Treaties
tween the United States and GreHt
Britain for reciprocal operation of
army draft laws to their citizens, Including OanadUins, were ratified late
today by the senate without a dissenting vote.
British subjects In the United States
between 20 and 44 years of age the
British draft ages, and American citizens in the British empire between
the ages of 21 and 81, would bo subject to draft under the treaties, bit
they would be iV''n thQ option of returning to their own countries for
service under their own flug.
It is estimated that some 54.000
American citizens In the British empire, including 36,000 In Canada and
310,000 British subjects in the United
will
State, including 60,000 Canadians, new
bo affected by the treaties. A
clause In the treaty provides that citizens of signatory nations exempt from
the draft at home, such ds the Irish
nnd Australians, shall not be subject
to draft In the country of their foreign residence.
be-

Special Leased Wire)
staff practically to suspend, if not to
abandon, Its great offensive in France
as has been evidenced by the comparative quiet there for the last
soldiers are being rushed
by rail to the northern end of the
Austro-Italiabattle lines with the
purpose of restoring the Austrian
morale and not only checking the
Italian counter attack but by force
of numbers, breaking through the
mountain passes into the plains of
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CompleteCollapse of A ustrian
Government Feared as Result
Reverses in Italian Offensive
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The defeat of the Auslrian armies
on tha western bunk of the Piavo
river Is complete. Admission is mad,
by the Austrian war office ihat the
VALOR
troops of Emperor Charles havo been
forced to evacuate the Monte'l p:&teau
over which they had hoped to press
their way and gain the Veisetiu i
I
GIVEN
plains, and "some sectors" of the
lust
the
week
attuined
rr
they
bank A the
between the I !:itrnij
the
ant
point where the stiean. cmj
tie lr.:. tiic Adriatic.
cr and the ! t.n nf t Ho
Piave under the heavy rainfalls aro
assigned ns the reasons for the withdrawal of the Austrians. But the
MOPtNIN
JOURNAL arCIAL LEASED WIRt)
Rome war office asserts that it was
June 24. Secretary
Washington,
the impetuous attacks of the Italians Baker
cabled the American
today
that brought about the failure of an ambassador at Rome for transmittal
operation which was started with the
intention of crushing the armies of to the Italian government his congratGeneral Diaz and forcing the Italians, ulations upon the victory of the ItalHe said'
like the Russians, to accept a Teu- ian army over the Austrian-tonic allied peace.
"The people of the United States
enthusiasm and
are watching with
Invader) Aro Pushed Iiiuk
All along the river the Italians have admiration the exploits of your brave
pressed back the invaders of their army."
territory untU only small units remain
Commenting on the exploit of the
on the western bank, and across the
Rtream King.. Victor .Emmanuel' men Italinn army. Mr, Huker said while
ore keeping well on the heels of thb the swollen waters of the Piave hnd
the
retreating enemy who is fleeing in dis- aided in producing the rout of had
order.
Again the cavalry has been enemy, the valor of the Italians
thrown Into the fighting and Is haras- chocked the Austrians before the
and the prompt desing the enemy, while machine guns river Intervened,counter-attacBhowcd
k
from the ground and from aircraft, livery of the
some of the latter operated by Amer- the splendid organization and morale
ican aviators, are wppking havoc of the reorganized Italian forces.
The Austrian disaster is certain to
among the fleeing Austrian columns.
The losses to the enemy are de- have great effect not only on popular
Mr.
scribed as enormous,
both In men opinion in Austriu and Germany,
Baker said, but upon actual military
killed, wounded or made prisoners.
In France.
An official statement from Rome to operations of the Germans
reserves
the Italian embassy in Washington as- The route by which Germanto
can be sent from Franco
support
serts that the Austrians have lost
0
line Is a diffimen In prisoners alone. The Ital- the faltering Austrian
and the secretary pointed
ian war office communication men- cult one, It
took more than a week to
out that
tions 4,000 Austrians as having been
first of the French and Brit
the
get
but
it
is probable that this Ish
capturedto Italy when the Italians
communication antedated that sent to weretroops
last fall, although the
retiring
the embassy and that the captives In
connections of the allies are
railway
the hands of the Italians greatly ex- far more direct than those available
ceed this figure.
to the Germans.
Surrender or Swim River.
Mr. Raker has received numerous
The probability that this is true Is
showing
and communications
letters
enhanced by the fact that the river the Interest the people of the United
was swollen out of bounds and most of States are
taking in the work of the
the few bridges that had not been car- Italian army. He said he was gatl-fie- d
ried away by the freshet had been
that the American people were
shot to pieces by the Italian guns, so thoror-fhlawake to the splendid
compelling the enemy either to sur- performance of the Italians.
render or take his chances of being
able to swim the turbulent stream.
Roads Granted More Tlnm.
was the retrograde
So hurried
Washington, June 24. The intermovements of the Austrians at some
commerce commission
today
points that they did not take time state
even to save their guns and stores, granted railroads an additional thirty
in which to file new schedules
great quantities of which now are In days
of Increased freight rates ordered by
Italian hands.
Oencral McAdoo und effecAs yet there has been no signs that Director
Under a previous rulthe enemy purposes again to renew tive tomorrow.
ing of the commission, the roads were
required to file the new schedules on
or before June 27.
(Continued on Page Two.)

(By Morning Journal
Washington, June 24. Confidence
at Rome that the war may be brought
to a victorious close this year, if the
allies give' the Italians a full measure
of support in the offensive which has
been launched against the Austrians,
is reflected In official wireless dispatches received today from the Italian capital.
on
(Continued
Pare Two )
These messages say the Austrian
retreat across the Piave ,ln wWch the
THE WEATHER
Italians already have taken 45,000
prisoners, hag become a veritable rout,
FORECAST.
but that information from secret
Denver,: Colo., June 24. New Mex- sources shows that many divisions of
ico: Tuesday and Wednesday gener- German troops have been detached
ally fair south, unsettled north por- from the front in France and are betion, not much change in temperature. ing rushed to the aid of the Austrian
'
Arizona: Tuesday and Wednesday army.
generally fair; somewhat warmer east ,' The Germans are
saido be thorportion Tuesday.
oughly awake to the probability of a
complete collapse of the Austrian govIOC AH REPORT.
A summary of locai weather con- -' ernment, already struggling with a
d
and riotous people, In the
diiions for the twenty-fou- r
hour
event of a complete Austrian rout at
ending at 6 p. m- yesterday follows:
; M.tx'mum
tempiati:re, 92 ' degrees. the hands of the Italians.
Realization of this fact, Rome bem nimum, 61;' ra.tge, 31; at
p in..
lieves, has caused the German general
tU; south winds; t artly cloudy.
-
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Washington, June 24. Because of
the railroad administration's altitude
toward thn short line railroads of the
country. 10.000 miles of lines belonging to smaller companies are now on
Hho verge of bankruptcy and threaten
to suspend operations, representatives
of the short lines told the senate Interstate commerce committee today
They urged an amendment to prevent
relinquishment of short lines while
control of competing trunk lines is

retained.

Tex., and

,8611 B. King of Dallas,

member of the executive eowmlttee
of the American Short Line Railroad
association, bitterly assailed the administration's attltudo.
Mr. King said the operating Income

of his road, the Gulf, Texas & Western railroad, has been reduced about
15 per cent since the government took
control of railroads, becauso freight
passed
shipments which formerly
over that line aro now being routed
roads
controlled
over government
which compete with that one. He
said relinquishing of (he Denver A
Salt Lake railroad, about 200 miles
in length, by the government had destroyed that road's credit and that the
Colorado Midland railroad, having a
mileage of 34 4 miles, also will have
to suspend operations for the same
reasons.
The Midland road, Mr. King said,
parallels the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad and all traffic has been diverted to the lutter road.
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V
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Kansas City, Mo., June 24. Mrs.
Frank Vandcrs, arrested In Raton, N.
M
In connection with the death of
broker
Joseph Morlno, a diamond
whose body was found nt a local hotel
May 24, with the skull crushed anil
diumonds valued at $2,000 missing,
was arraigned here today on a charge
sistance.
The retreating Austrluns cross the of first degree murder. She pleaded
Pluve by the only bridge remaining not guilt. Bond whs fixed nt $50,000,
to them north of Zenson. Other en- which she was unable to furnish, and
emy forces were forced to wade across she was taken to Jail.
ftr MORNINC JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRfll
London, June 24. After recapturing the Montello from the Austrians,
according to news received In London
this afternoon, the Italians began
milking bridgeheads at Fulze and
The Italians met .with little reNer-ves-

a.

the stream.
Betwten Montello and Zenson, the
Italians are on the river for the entire distance. They are sending over
cavalry between the Conegllano and
Oderso railroad to clear the country.
From the Montello southeast to the
Adriatic the Austrians have been
cleared from the entire west bank of
the Piave, with the exception of a
small section In the vicinity of Musile,
nearly opposite San Dona Dl Piave,
where the struggle Is continuing.
According to earlier dispatches received In London this morning, the
Austrians had left 2,000 men to defend the Montello spur, and these fell
into the hunds of the victors.
It was not expected there would be
great captures of Austrian guns as,
because of the flood river, the enemy
had not been able to transfer many
of hii big pieces across the stream.
These earlier advices also indicated
that a rapid advance by the Italians
must not be expected, as the Austrians
had some twenty divisions in reserve,
which was a formidable force to reckon with, and It was thought probable
there would be strenuous Austrian
resistance at the bridgeheads on the
left bank of the Piave, which were
.
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London, June 24. KxtcnslVe strikes
broke out Thursday In Cologne and
Mueselhelm, on the Rhine, owing to
a reduction In the bread ration, 20,000
persons quitting work in munition factories, according to a dispatch to the
Daily Mail from The Hague.
A Dutch workman returning to The
Hague reports that the military and
police Interefcred but. failed to
a street procession of more than
'9,000 strikers at Cologne. The strik
ers, who Included women, marched in
a dense mass to an open place where
Venetia.
a mass meeting .was held. All the
With such help as the entente arm-te- a
speakers, who Included foremen and
can give Immediately supplementforewomen, made this declaration:
ed as rapidly as transportation can be well fortified.
"Unless we get more to eat we shall
had by troops directly from America
should
was
it
out,
However,
pointed
not work."
and, even more important- by ample the cavalry which General Diaz has
military supplied and food for the thrown across the river oucceed in London, June 24. Strikers In the
army, the Italian general staff la re- outflanking these bridgeheads,
the various factories at Vienna on Saturported to be convinced that the vic- task of forging ahead would be con- day formulated a demand that- the
torious sweep of the Italian army siderably less difficult.
Austrian government show Itself for a
will traverse the famous BaInsizza
It was thought possible the enemy general peace and invite the governbatscene
the
of
the
great
would launch an attack around the ments of enemy countries to enter
plateau
tles of last fall
and will not slop Asiago plateau with the object of Into peace negotiations, says a disall
reclaimed
have
Italians
the
until
driving a wedge in here and thus giv- patch from The Hague to the. Times.
of the country up to the right bank ing him a chance to reorganize while Representatives of the workers subexof the Isonzp, which marked the
the Italnn attention was thui dls- - mitted the plea to Baron Burlan, the
treme of General Cadorna's advance. tracted.
foreign minister.
week-Germa-

n

pre-.ve-

"

--

-

Austro-Hungarl-

Germany, With Her Ally Suffering From a Knockout Blow in
in the Italian Theater, May Decide to Send Trops There to
Strengthen the Weakened Lines, But in Doing This She
Would Weaken the Western Front and Leave a Loophole
for Foch to Strike With His Reserves Reinforced By Americans; While Reports From Scene of Brilliant Success Are
Meager, Enough is Known to Indicate That the Flower of
Emperor Charles Army Has Been Virtually Annihilated.
Illy Morning Journal Special Leased Wire.)
4.
Germany's Austrian disaster. It was prompted by
Washington, Juno
entire offensive program may have tho fact that the enemy was in retreat
been upset, in the opinion of some of- across the Piave and before the ntwi
ficers here, by the crushing defeat of came that the Italians had sinaahed
the Austrians along the Piave river.
up the retreating foe, muklng the reOfficial reports' reaching Washing- tirement u disorganized rout. There
ton bear out the picture of the Aus- is no doubt here that the victory 111
trian disaster given In press accounts prove to lie one of the most decisive,
from Italy, ahhoimh the full extent of in charcter of the whole war.
the Italian success is not yet apparThe secretary's cablegram addressed
ent. It is regarded as certain, howto Ambassador I'age follows:
ever, that thn central powers Inivr
"The people of the United Btatei
dealt a blow that will further are watching with- - enthusiasm and
shake the morale of tlietr people and admiration the splendid exploits of the
probably will compel the German grout army of Italy in resisting and
high command to make, a complete driving back the enemy forces which
readjustment nf its plans In France. recently undertook a major offensive
Secretary Baker showed the signifi- on the Italian front.
I take
cance attached here to Ihe defeat of pleasure In tendering my own
hearty
the Austrians when he dispatched a congratulations and would be. most
to
the
American
telegram today
happy to, have a message of gieetlna-atra- "
al Uontu'tur tmnNiiiis'mon to'
congratulations ' transmitted ! In
the Italian minister of war.
General Diax and his brave soldier.'
Defeat it Wow
ISigffcst Victory of Whi.le War.
Jrmany. :
Mr, Baker's mi'ssaun was sent beArmy officers agreed with the View
fore the secretary had received addi- expressed by Mr. Paker that the fle- tional reports front the Italian front, ft;iL louU not help
but influence
showing the increasing scope of the greatly the course of events in France.
II is
n
regarded as vital from the
point of view that the Italian
fiont be made secure before (Jerman
designs In France can be prosecuted
to their fullest
development. While
there is Imminent danger that' the
government may
collapse, tiernumy cannot devote herG
self wholly to the tusk she has under.
taken of forcing victory In the West
. ...
inure Aiuencun
ca i
swing the scales finally against her
or mis reason, both at the war de- - "
ON
partmcnt und in diplomatic circles J
there was nimii speculation as to the.
moves to support Austria
already
taken by the German high command.:
DV MORNIND
JOURNAL fifEC,AL LEASED WIRE!
There
is
little
doubt that
Washington, Juno 2. Mexican si- German troop movements toreports of
Italy are
sal growers have entered Into nn well founded, as It Is
believed the sitagreement with the food administra- uation must be restored
there at all
tion to sell in this country 500,000 costs unless the whole
great offensive
bales of this year's sisal crop nt a In France is to fail
of its own weight,
price 3 cents a pound below that reTnni Movements Difficult.
ceived last year. Food Administrator
The Gorman
problem In rushln
Hoover said today he estimated the troops to
Italy Is a difficult one. Not
agreement would save American farm- only will the withdrawal of
men from
ers approximately $ii,000,000 on bind- France weaken
the whole offensive
er twine next year.
effort there at a time when Amerlctn
aid, tho arrival of Italian division
and other measure aro
beginning le
MISS SCHMID GIVEN
place at General
Foch's disposal
reserves to' enable him to
RELEASE ON BOND enough
strike hard at any weakened point,
but the transportation of a sufficient
1DV MORNIND
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIREI
force to offset the Italian
victory must
F.I Ptiso, Texas,
June 24. Miss necessarily be slow.
f
Katherlne Schmid, under arrest hce
Secretury Baker pointed out todsy
esfederal
with
the
charged
that tho Italians took full advantage
violating
pionage net by attempting to obtain of the rise of the Piave behind tht)
Indications are that the
military information from border sol- enemy.
diers, was ordered released today on flower of the Austrian army has been
a bond of $1,500. The Swiss legation virtually annihilated and the Italians
in
tho are driving homo their victory relentWashington
guaranteed
amount of her bond ,tho telegram lessly. Kvery day means further dls.
stating that she was a Swiss citizen organization among the Austrians. At
and the niece of nn official of the the present rate German reinforcements must arrive quickly and In
canton of Lucerne.
maijy officers believe, unless
Her bond was reduced from $10,000 force,
the Austrian war machine is to b
to $1,500 by order of United States
crippled at least for months to come.
District Judge W- K. Smith.
rVMxl Klots Are
'
Inercjiaina;.
l
Meanwhile
official reports .show
the growing seriousness of food riota
in Austria. The people
apparently
condition to stand a great
AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS fare In rroreserve.
Immediate
.military
Germtt
action to support her ally seems abAT TRAINING CAMPS solutely nece."ary
in the rtew of of
ficlals here, unless tuberculosis, doof
to rierlin Itself, Is to b
left un
,

grt

ur

tier-ma-

FARMERS HERETO

Austro-Hungarl-

MILLIONS

'

-

man-pow-

BINDER

THE

.
guarded.
There have been many signs recent
ly that General Foch was rapidly get
ting Into shape a strong reserve fore.';
The employment of the American and,
Italian divisions has served to release'
French shock troop's for rest and rehabilitation. There are indications,
also, that the effect of British man
Miami, Flu., June 24. Lieut. Dun- power again is being felt at the front
can C. Cameron of Plitsburgh, Pa., Tho recent successful
resistance of
and Sergeant ErneBt L. Ahlstrand of the Italians near Rhelms which in
pov
Chicago, both members of the marine sltlons formerly held by the British
:
corps aviation serMon, were Instantly units.
killed at Curtiss field, near here late
What Will General Foch Do?
toduy, when an airplane In which they
Whether General Foch is prepared,
were making a practice flight fell to take advantage of the diversion
about 900 feet.
caused by the Austrian disaster canA broken control rod was believed not be foretold.
Some observer here,
to have been the cause of the
including Italian officials, believe that
the situation on the Italian front Is sq
V

MORNIND

JOURNAL SPECIAL

LEASED

WIREI

West Point, Miss., June 24. Lieut.
Orlando M. Lord of Dorchester, Mass.,
was killed, and Lieutenant Allen was
seriously injured in the fall of their
airship from a height of 1,000 feet.
Leutemint Allen's home was in Kansas city, Mo.
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Keep It in Mind
Holders of Liberty Bonds of the
First and Second Issues, who desire to
have these bonds converted into the
4 4 issue must turn them into the
bank before NOVEMBER 1ST.
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GFJJMAX SOLDIKU
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That the battering down of the morale of the German fighting man is
the only way to win the war, and that
food saving will be the ultimute means
of destroying that morale, was the
of Food Administrator
conclusion
Ralph C. Ely, who. was next intro

ARE REPORTED MISSING

Engines

If you are in the market for an Engine let us
Show You the "Stover."
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Diver Not Sighted Until Torpedo rlits Prey, Then 19
Shots Are Fired at Helpless

,

Please Cut This Out and

(Continued from rare One.)
"We have .been living in the lap of
luxury," said Mr. Redington. He went
on to show how
is goin
to bring the nation to healthier and
saner living and abolish the spirit of
complaint at trivial things.
Ilun Camouflage.
"We cannot conduct this war on
hopes," said Mr. Kedington, referring
to the continued reports of rioting and
"This
disorders In Austria-Hungarall may be part of the cunning German propaganda. It Is for us to disregard them and beiul all our energies to helping in the way .each can
help most to carry the war through."

00 MILES EAST

(

HERE

D0N7

DELAY-- DO

IT NOW

First National Bank

duced. He emphasized the uniqueness
of New Mexico-- , problems due to her
remoteness from the seaeoasts and
scenes of war activity, her magnifiand Sinking Ship,
Wi: ALSO CARRY IM.MP .JACKS. WIXL CYLINcent distances and language division
DERS, Pl.MPS. PIPl: AX1 FITTINGS, pili.f.ys
and the peculiar character of herj
AM) IHXTING.
MOHNINO
JOURNAL SPfCIAL LCASEO WIPIJ
press. Immediately then ho pointed
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git was prophesied ..many years will not only go far toward paying
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Afterwards she fired nineteen shots
showed how thut prophecy is about to to the conduct of the war.
Major Toulouse said last night that
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Some ofhese, however, expect the' George, the British premier, to the transport was sent down the submathe world cannot exist half slave and uKe tins is most part
commendable.
Where it Is to rine would have had ample time to
Germans to hit hard in France In! house of commons.
Now our mothers and sishalf
free.
This
war is more than a conflict be
order to cover with a view to other! come was not stated, but it was as- reach the position where the troop
ters and daughters are called to make tween armies; it is a contests in which
8teps they are compelled to take for! serted that on the blow the Issue of ship was sun!:.
the supreme sacrifice.
Tho boys go every man, woman and child can and
The vessel destroyed was said to
the relief of Austria. Repented Mows' the campaign might depend. Hopefulhappily, cheerfully to death because snoiuu render real assistance.
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ness was expressed in the statement have been the former Russian steamer
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along the allied front, it Is argued. tha-are
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would tend to keen General
with millions of their fellows filterf privilege, tney are a luty.
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lives of sacrifice as a result of losing ly to realize more
in allies and to disappoint and ultimateintensedlv
and
France.
ly defeat our foes," the premier said.
tneir sweethearts and sons."
practically that food will win the war
The accelerated movement of AmerOn the front in France and FlandThe speaker counseled unquestion- was the urge of Director A. C.
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ican troops to France is going ahead ers the operations continue of a' minON
ing obedience to all the requests of oi me extension division of the state
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FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

The Pith of the

I

Mother-Daught-

MEASURES

Organization After Only Five Hours Debate
the House Passes 'With Our
WinHearty Approval of AHere
Remain
Record Vote the $5,408,-000,000
to
lbuquerque;
Defense Bill,
Week for Concerts,

.

(By K. Paina Johnson.)
Everyone has been uware that the
average American soldier is a young
mun of rather sturdy physique.' Few
people in Alliuquerque had any proper
realization of the tremendous lung development of the doughboy until the
133rd Infantry band from Camp Cody,
the finest organization of skilled mu
sicians heard in this city for many a
day, blew i.i for the Mother-Daug- h
ter congress week and kept on blow.
inc.
For two hours steadily yesterday
morning the Camp Cody band blew.. It
blew up one street and down another.
It blew ijayly and tirelessly des- plte streaming sweat and pumping
lungs. It blew with a cheerful grin
as if the task were recreation and not
work. It serenaded the food admin
istration offices, the newspaper of
fices, the Elks and the general public. Its supply of wind was apparentas inex
ly absolutely inexhaustible,
haustlble as its supply of good humor
and generosity, and never before has
u musical organization made such an
instantaneous and complete hit with
Albuquerqueans and with the people
of New Mexico, so well represented
by the hundreds of delegates present
from all over the state for the big
Hoover demonstration week..
The leader of the Camp Cody band
Is a person named Schmidt. He Is a
incon
lean,
spicuous person who waves something
that looks like a lead pencil and produces with the aid of this small object and an
smile, the
kind of music that makes the listen
er's hair begin to crinkle a little over
his scalp, and creates a desire to hurl
a hat in the air and give three rousing cheers for the United States army
and "Tho Star Spangled Banner."
hard-bitte-

d,

ever-prese-

nt

Greatest War-son"Over There;" the martial American
victory-son- g
which has rung around
the world for the past year and which
has something prophetic In its lilt and
swing and thunder, is being played by
every hand in every town and city,
In every camp and parade, on every
Tlie.

(BY MORNING

JOURNAL SPECIAL.

LEASKD

12,500,-000,00-

geant Katzoff, Sergeant Unities,
geant Atkins, Corporal Yakish,

SerCorCor-

poral Shaner, Corporal
Kelly,
poral Hamilton.
Musicians, first class: Morris and
American warship, with every Ameri Lines.
Musicians, third class: Hewitt. Kapcan expeditionary unit, in London and
Koverick,
Paris and Nome. It is seriously to b lan, Schmidt. Mulmburg,
doubted ifit is being played anywhere McNcese, Knight, Hcndershot. Lutz.
with greater dash and spirit than by George, Morrow, iieiianto, Sturrlevant.
Dickey, Smith, Lyman, ileyno and
the Camp Cody band.
Volleying
cheers from the big crowd which fol- Vcrkins.
lowed the band yesterday invariably
greeted this new national hymn every
timo.it was played. The fact that
DE
these sturdy, determined hoys in khaki may one day be playing this thrill
ing pioc,c amid shrapnel or in the
streets of Berlin, gives an added
COlVIPLIGITY
meaning to its warlike strains. Albuquerque is particularly fortunate In
being able to hear this band for a
week. It was not an easy matter to
secure it and it was only after men
like Senator. Jones had
apparently
fallen down on the Job that
tho persistent food administrator managed
to pull it off through the local authoriiuim aisvai ivoajs ivNwnor oninwow a
ities at. Camp Cody.
f'.iijramei'to, CiMf. jiui" 24
Oldest Bandmaster f Military Service.
of
mad.' I.y 1 istriet AtSergeant Schmidt. leader of the
band, has the distinction of being the torney Claries it Fickcrt of San
Francisco '.hat Thomas J. Werney
oldest bandmaster
military serv--le- o
Just a few days ago he celebrat- wja a pe'1 'igent ol h Inlsler lufiu- i.
dinvMigi "thos" who sank the
ed his sixty-thir- d
birthday.
Though Lusitania," was contained In a
Well along in years he is hard as
brief
nails filed today
by Maxwell MeNutt,
end active as a cat and young as
any
of the newest buck privates when it Mooney's counsel, and which reached
comes to hard work. Ho has won an the governor's office today. Governor
enviable distinction at Camp Cody in Stephens is expected to return frjm
being in charge of the divisional band southern California tomorrow."
.
A
of the famous Sandstorm
division.
MaJ. Henry M. Nelly, division adjuCATTLE THIEVES SLIP
tant, had the band organized and
THROUGH SHERIFF'S TRAP
turned it over to Schmidt. The latter,
through his work in consolidating tho
neven regimental bands Into a divisCattlo rustlers, for whom Sheriff
ional aggregation of 2 an trained musi- Garcia and
his deputies had laid a
cians, has made the division famous trap, got wind of the efforts of the
all over the country. The band gives officers and escaped without detecWeekly concerts which are an outtion Sunday night.
The men were
standing feature of life at
wanted for the theft of four head of
Cody.
cattle from Ross M. Merrltt's ranch
Not a Jh,3 Hand.
In TIJeras canyon.
The 133rd Infantry band Is not a
TJie theft of the cattle was reported
"jazz" band. It is a first class con- to the sheriff Saturday. He stationcert and military band in' every re- ed deputies at an abandoned house,
Those who heard It play a where one of the animals had been
spect.wide range and variety pf music at the hidden. The thieves,
however, learncongress session yesterday afternoon ed of the officers' presence and chose
do not need to be assured of this fact. rather to lose the animal than to risk
Th band was reorganized In April, capture.
1917, and has seen continuous service
In conoert and military band work
,
since that time. After a six months' CALL MEETING OF ALL
concert season at Dcs Moines, la.,
NEWSPAPER MEN HERE
where the regiment was stationed
after, .the, declaration of war, the
Xpw Mexico newspaper
, All
musicians were .sent to Camp Cody
men in tln eity are asked to meet
and have been stationed there for the
tills morning at 10 o'clock at tlw
past nine months. .
food adinf u titration offices for a
,. Sergeant
Schmidt announces that
conference Willi tine- - admliiistrahis men will play this week some of
the best music ever written for bands t tor and Ms staff, if a sufficient
number nrc In the vily a pro- and this feature alone will be a daily
ram of meetings likely Will lie
treat for the visitors and the people
mapped out. and an informal
of Albuquerque in attendance.
4 meeting of the state press bhso.
Personnel of tlte Band.
ciation held succeeding the food
The personnel of the 133rd Infantry
adn lnisirutlon conference.
The
band is as follows:
food administration chiefly' do- Band leader, Jacob Schmidt.
to
editors
over
sires
with the
talk
Assistant band leader, Kenneth
$ from various
parts of the stale
Uie
matter of government pub
Mombcrs Sergeant "Wahrmund, Ser- llelty and the most advantageous
way or getling it into tlie daily
and weekly uncrs.
The Xew
Mexico press lias ,becn upxu't- -
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Use one Jar of Crano-len- e
Ointment; Lf dissatisfied with
results your money will be refunded... In JatTf.?5c, ,11 an $2.60..,;!
about It.
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Tin-- j hi: ti:i:s today.
at"B"
Theater "The
:

swift-movin-

Whip," a
thrill drama

g

In

eight parts. This is a special production anil is presented by the Paragon
Films, Inc.
Crystal Opera House Dark.
Ideal Theater "The Man Above the
Uiw," a five-refeature, with Jack
Richardson and Josie Sedgwick as the
stars; also a good comedy.
lyric Theater Monroe Salisbury
and Iluth Clifford starring in "The
lied, Ued Heart," a Bluebird feature
Alice
of five reels; also a two-reHowell
"Her I'nmarried
comedy.
Life."
The Paralta
Pastime Theater
Plays, Inc., presents the popular Bes
sie Barriscale as the loading character In "Madam Who?1' a seven-rephotoplay; also Toto In "The Junk
Man."
AT Till- "II."
When "The Whip" was firsi shown
privately in New York City to a little
grouu of leading film men, the verdict was unanimous that here was a
wonderful picture,
"It has everything that a motion
picture should have," said one man.
"and none of the things that a motion
picture should not have. It has snap,
dash, fire, romance, youth, thrills, excitement, big scenes and splendid actors. It is staged on a lavish scale.
'

must serve tho whole
state." Italph C. I3y, IVderal
Food Ailiiiiiilstralor for New .Mexico.
"I thank the people of Alhuipier-qu- e
for the Ktnle coum'il of defense
on the splendid manner ill which
they have always gone, over tihe
The progtop in war activities.
ress of civilization is marked h.V
of
the advance in the
women, n is the proud boas't of
the I nited S;alcs that Its women
are soon to Is- - placed on an equality with men lioforo the law.
The message sent by I he women
of America mid of the great state
of Xew Meico to the front will lie
'We are ready io make every sacrifice, lo personal comfort ami convenience, to go hungry if need lie,
and proudly give up our lives for
our country if we must." Charles
Chairman
Kxccutlve
.Springer,
Committee. New .Mexico Council of
Slalt Defense.
"We rend everywhere (hat food
will win the war. Do we rvall.o
lo (he full what i.his means ami
show it in our actions'.' The only
way in which food will win the
war is to get eiKhigh food over
I bore so
that the, American and
allied armies arc well fed, so that
the women and children of the allied countries are
hungry. We
must increase production, and
when we have produced wo must
practice tlie strictest economy in
the list? of that which we have produced." A. C. Cooloy, Director
Kxtcnsion
Division, New Mexico
Slnto College.

It has been superbly directed and the
photography. t is perfect. Tins is a
wonderful production."
The opinion is being echoed by the
hundreds of thousands of pcoplo In
allparts of the country who are sec
ing this inemonjdc production. They
are being immensely entertained by
the consistently, intense and wholly
pleasing story; they are being amazed
by the magnitude and immensity of
the big scenes; they are being thrilled
by the exciting train wreck and the
automobile .wreck and the exciting
horse race at Saratoga, anil they are
leaving the theaters after seeing "The
Whipf" declaring that it is the
motion picture show in the world.
Tho people of this city will have
the opportunity of adding their chorus of approval to the general verdict of all people who like a good entertainment, for "The Whip" is coming here. This supreme offer of
will ho the attraction ut the "B"
theater today and tomorrow.

y-lli-

big-ge-

film-(loi-

at tin: dual.
for the
I

first time a hogan,
Probably
by which name of the homo of tlie,

Navajo Indian is known, will be!
shown on the screen in the Triangle)
drama of the painted desert, "Man!
Above tho Law," at tho ideal theater
today only.
Tho Navajos are
and thoir hogans of mud ami sticksi
are built so that they face east and!
the occupants are awakened by the'
rising sun. In ull, five hogans were
constructed, exact reproductions of
those still to be found occasionally or.
the painted desert. In addition
lo
these huts, a trading post and mission school were erected of the same
material and these servod for most1
of the location work in Wells'' picture.
(R' MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEARIO WIRE
Ijondon, June 24. Field Marshal The village was built in tho heart of
ibe southern California hills, miles
llaig's report from liritish headquar- from
civilization and almost the en
ters in France tonight says:
"The minor operation carried out tire picture was made there.
of
last night in the neighborhood
:
Tin: i.vkic.
successful:
Meterin was completely
in order to film "Tho Ited, Ited!
and
ull our objectives wore gained
to Heart," which Is the Bluebird version
In addition
our line advanced.
the prisoners reported this morning of Honore Willsie's famous novel,
"The Heart bt the Desert," In the
ten machine guns were taken.
"A. few prisoners were captured proper scenic setting, Wilfred Lucas
last night in a successful raid by the took a company of forty people into
the dreary desert region near Hespe-riFrench troops in the Locre sector."
Calif. Scenery is there aplenty.
It is a wonderfully
rugged,
n
and
region, without a tree to deflect the scorching
MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL, LCASEO WIRE
of the sun. Although it offered
The ra.s
Vienna, June 24 (via London).
advantages to moving
war office announces today liiu vaca- particular
work, enabling the company to
tion of Montello and the right bank continue
long hours, It also
of the Piave by the Austrian troops. had an extremely serious drawback.
extremely
The statement says:
The drawback was the heat.
"A position has arisen by reason of
'lint Lucas, who had made use of
bad
tho height: of the water and
this region a number of times before
to
us
caused
has
which
weather
for
had provided against
evacuate Montello and, some sectorti such pictures,
a
and had taken
of the other positions which wo won Doctor contingency,
Theodore, .loos, of the Blueon the right bank of the Plave.
bird
staff, along with him.
"An order given four days ago was The hospital
who were unaffected
actors
only
a
such
in
out
that,
despite
way
carried
by the heat In "The Red, Ited Heart,"
with
connected
changthe difficulties
which will be seen ut the Lyric theaing to the other bank our movemonta ter today only, were fourteen Indians
tho
unobserved
by
remained wholly
who
important roles
enemy. Many lines already evacuated in the play extremely
.,
pictures.
to
strong
were subjected yesterday
Besides the above
be
Italian "gunfire which increased in shown an Alice Howell there will"Her
comedy,
places to drum fire.
Life."
"The enemy infantry also advanced Unmarried
to attack against the trenches we had
AT Till; I'ASTI.Mi:.
abandoned.
They were driven back
It is Bessie Barriscale's intention
by our long distance batteries."
to appear only In a limited number of
photoplays each yoar, but theso productions will be of such magnitude as
will constitute an entire evening's en
JOURNAL IMCIAL LIAREO
(BY MORNIN
tertainment. Parnlta plays, under
24
London).
(via
German. June
whose management she is now starGerman troops in an attack on the ring will make the
presentation suHadenviller
region
the
trenches in.
preme in every detail, the stories, supAmericans
and
occupied by French
porting cast, mountings etc. Her first
Inflicted heavy losses, according to production under
the new policy will
from
communication
the official
be a visualization of Harold McGrath's
back
and
brought
headquarters today
romantic
thriller, "Madam Who?"
s
prisoners.
which will be the attraction at the
reads:
statement
the
The text of
Pastime
theater today and tomorrow.
In'
"Tho situation is unchanged.
In connection with the above, Toto,
creased fighting activity continued who. failed to
and
appear' Sunday and
throughout the day on the Ancro
revived Monday, as advertised, will be on
the. Ayre; In the evening it
hand in his comedy, entitled, "Tho
on other sectors of tho battle front.
Junk Man."
"There was lively rcconnolterina
the night, East of
Badon viller shock troops penetrated FORMER ALBUQUERQUE
n
trencnes
the
MAN KILLED IN CALIF.
Inflicted heavy losses. They brought
back forty prisoners.",
Hay Montoya of this city received
a telegram late .Sunday afternoon
that his brother, Frank Montoya, formerly employed in the local railroad
machine shops,' was shot and killed in
Los Angeles, Calif.,
last ' Saturday
'
" , night. Kay wired for particular, but
"""
may lie me mm

tvsimnKlluliUoN,

'official statements!
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lied friends. A general conference of
thosc',in charge for the planning of
the main program will be held at the
Chamber of Commerce at 7:30 o'clock;
tonight.

Wants Bring Resuits

Journal

P05LAM

BALI

PACIFYING

Her-vi-

TO ITCH! SKIN
Try roslam for any bad case of
Kzcema, particularly when nothing
ebie seems to help and tho
itching is
almost intolerable.
...
Poslam is so active, stops
so (iuirkly. that it doH awayitching
with
much uncertainty,
This directness this getting: right
at the trouble is a quality exclusive
In Foslam.
Poslam possesses healing
energy in such concentrated form
that one ounce of Poslam Is worth a
Vouiid of olnttments less efficient. Use
ii to drive away any eruptlonal disturbance of tho skin.
Sold everywhere. For free sample
(write to Fmergency Lanioratorles, 243
West 4 7th St., New York City.
.
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has been "getting fresjt" with tho American consulate and
American hospital at Tabriz, Persia, indicated on this map,' The result Is that as soon as the attacks on United States property are offi- dally confirmed, the sultan is going to find himself right in the middle
of another war. This one Isn't going to be another failure like the
Dardanelles, for when Uncle Sam starts to- fight he fights tq the finish.
So it looks as If Persia's going to be the graveyard of Turkey.
Turkey
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DEATHS AND FUNERALS.
MisVi Tereslta Kllva.
Tho funeral of Miss Teresita Kllva,
who died last Friday, was held yes
terday morning at Fred Crollott's
ehapol. Burial was at San Jose com
etery,

lTiuls Aixiilaca.
Louis Apodaca, 25 years old, died
yesterday morning at his ranch at
The funeral will be held tomorrow afternoon at Pajarito. Fred
Crollott will be in charge.

Make Floors

WEAR and WATERPROOF

Miss .Myrtle Thomas.
Miss Myrtle Thomas died at her
apartment in the highlands Sunday
night. She came here from Atlanla,
Tex. Strong' Brothers sent the body
there last night.

When yw varnish your floors do the job right and then you won't
have to do it again for a long time. Any varnish will look bright and
glosay (or a few weeks, but only the varnisb of supreme quality will keep
its lustre after mouths of wear and ear.
.

-

ticon Stliison.
Leon Stinson, 22 years old, died
early yesterday morning at his homo
In tho highlands. His father and sister were with him when death came.
The body was sent to Asher, Olcla.,
last night by Strong Brothers.
Xo Speculation
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HARRISONS,

VITROLAG VARNISH FOR FLOORS
,

.,

'

,

.

stands the kicks and scuff of hurrying feet. It will not mar or spot
ou stormy days when umbrellas drip, and mud and snow are tracked in.
The use of Vitrolac is an economy on finely finished oak and maple
floors. It also doubles the life and improves the looks of linoleum and
oilcloth surfaces. .
, . v v
t
Varnish for every purpose in interior
There is
'
(he best of Its kind.
i
.'
,j '
Ask the llurrison dealer for information about the particular finisr '
.
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Six allied nations will be represented by booths in Jtodey hall it :he
Fourth of July exercises. Following
the general exercises which will be
held in the open air on the university
campus, a general reception will be
held in the hall.
The program in i.ie hall is to
order. In
bo of a very unioue
the tum that each nation entered the
war, the chairman of the booth representing that nation will mlclress the
crowd in the nation's tongue. As tho
nations to be represented are Kngland.
a
France, Belgium, Japan, Italy,
and Oreece, there will be speeches in as many languages. Tills plan
was decided upon by the representatives of the nations who met with
John Lee t'lai'Ue, general chairman
for the Indoor exercises at Chamber
of Commerce last night.
The local Vied Cross society will
have flags of all tho allied nations
for sale for any who may want to
purchase them as souvenirs, the money to go for the benefit of the society.
Tho representatives for the various
booths will also provide amusement
in the way of singing, music and
dancing of tho type of their ow n country.
Tho reception will be one at which
everyone will he given a chance to get
acquainted with everyone of their tl

V

.

.Tola today,

Plans for Reception Outlined;
Chairman of Booths to Address Crowd in Tongue of
Countries Represented.

of Honor

Washington, Juno i!4. The army
casualty list today contained 62 names
divided as follows;
Killed in action, S; died. of wounds.
4; died of disease, 'i; wounded severely, 45.
Wounded, degree undetermined, 3,
Killed iu Action-- .
Corporal Frank A, Hafferty, Armagh, Ireland; Privates Charles S.
tJeldon, Hoquian, Wash.; Philip Henry Clllie,
Gratiot, Wis.; Wayne O.
Jackson, Salem, Ore.; Joseph Kanle-sk- i,
Woetwek, Russia; Joseph Savin-skWarsaw, Poland; Martin L. Shel-toI'ayetteville, Ark ; Giro Ursolao,
Worcester, Mass.
Died of Disease.
Privates Ernest Dillon. Peru, Is'. Y.;
Luther Hunter, Lafayette, Ala.
Did! of Wounds.
Lieutenant I'M ward O. Tomllnaoii,
CorFort Howard, Baltimore, Md
poral Ixiwis A. Taylor, Philadelphia;
Privates Krnest P, Hocrr, Portsmouth, O.; Hurlburt E. Zunwalt, Vernon Hotel, Boise, Idaho.
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The 1918
wheat crop, the food administration
hnr. the rood propaganda most
announced today will be handled on
generously and the publicity co- a differential basis, effective July 1.
operation lias been splendid, food
One dollar and ten cents maximum
administration officials my, and
mum.
iiiwinri uiuliici, j utlll JHOU- - differential a barrel betweon the
price
find
It Is tlie desire to make this eo- jrjurwlf toya, a machinist in the local shops. of wheat and
'and do It qulrkly. or you will
the finished product
W IncuraulB disease.
la he grlti
left for Los Angeles on the limited will 'be
operation us easy for the editors
allowed millers. No speculaGOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsule will
as possible. The success of tltc
relief from Kinney yesterday,
tion in wheat or flour will be
give almost immediatewhlcH
food administration work is de.
man
dead
Tho
Jeft
he
the
Albuquerque
may
bladder
and
troubles,
rause of general III health. OOl.O several years ago and was a
r
pendent in a large degree upon
MBIMl, Haarlem Oil Oansules art Import-the assistance of the country
at the Southern Pacific shops
In Holland.
the
laboratories
from
direct
To the Public.
4
in Los Angeles. His parents, Mr. and
papers,
They' are prepared in correct quantity and
"1 Just want to say that we keep
C: r-t
convenient form to take, and are positively Mrs. Felipe Montoya, reside at
a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic and
Kuaranleed to give prompt relief, r .yaur
Diarrhoea Remedy on hand all the
money jrlll be refunded. Get them at any
be
sure
but
to Insist an the
time, and find It excellent for bowel
drug store,'
Pon't neglect the '"Two-Bit- "
Red GOLD
MEDAL brand, and take no other.
Choice old Alfalfa,. Bright erccn
trouble," write Mrs. H. P. Cook, An- Cross
,

We Honestly believe CRAN-OLENwill cure any case of
Eczema or other skin disease.
Come in nd let us tell .you

von lliiidenhui'g. ino if you will
wir! in my frankness, the whole
d
outfit." Pan) ( Keding- tou, lbiiiiicriuc Cily Manager.
"It is fitting that, those mothers
and daughters of cy Mexico,
gatlicrcd together for the first
time for such a purpose, slsnild
Hit facing; these splendid young; soldier ;f l.he band, a type of the
sous and brothels' they arc giving
The mothers ami bisters
ii.
are called on to make the suprem-CM- t
sacrifice, greater even than
that of the men (licmsclvcs.
The food administration docs no',
say 'you must' it apiKtils to you.
Tlie only way to win the war Is
to destroy the iiH.rale of tlie ;cr.
nutu soldiers.
Tolive up to it?

WIRCl

Washington, June 24. ltapid progress in the disposition of jhe war appropriation measures was made today by congress. After only five hours
debate the house passed without a
record vote the $5,40S,00rt,0uu fortifi
cation bill, while the senate approved
0
and sent to conference the
sundry civil measure and then
began consideration of tho $12,000,- 000,000 army appropriation bill.
The fortifications measure, which
now goes to the senate, will provide
funds to furnish the American army
with artillery. It also carries appropriations for aerial defenses and for
ammunition for both home and overseas use.
Nearly If 2,000,000,000 of the money
carried into the sundry civil bill is
for the building of ships to carry
troops and supplies (o France, the
number including ninety new troop
ships. Included in the measure also
are appropriations for the food and
fuel administrations ,the committee
on public information and other war
agencies.
When the senate took up the army
bill Senator Full of New Mexico, republican, offered an amendment to
the measure extending the army draft
ages from 18 to 45 years. It went over
till tomorrow without discussion.
Presentation of the amendment is
expected to bring to a vote at this
session of congress tho question of
extending the draft ages, which has
been agitated recently.
Unless the administration urges
Immediate
action, however, senate
leaders believe the Fall amendment
will be defeated. Kven some of those
favoring extension of the draft ages
believe action shoujd be deferred, and
many members are opposed to extending the limit below 21.

A number of th most
tt,4 R m it t m nt
Societv have obtained ?t
their pure soft pnAy
wj w
white appearance thru 7 W
use
constant
the

REPRESENTED AT

"Through sacrifice, tho American p.'oplo will be wiser, deadlier.
Miner, happier in their mode, of
living. They are learning; not to
(Oinpoin. They will not complain
if fmtvil to tire edge of want,
America will lie a liclter place to
live in after the war. We slmll
I hope
have learned altruism.
there deliberations will drive one
more nail in the coffin of
the kaiser, the crown prince,
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you need.

FOR SALE BY

J. KORBER & CO.
"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store."
thone 878.
220 North Second.
'

'
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Tuesday, June 25,

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

DEMAREE BESTS

Yes; S. S. S. Is Purely Vegetable

NEW YORK WINS

PONT S FOR SWIMMERS
Life Saver Gives Pointers as Bathing Season Opens

RUDOLPH NDUEL

1918.

IN

FIRST

Nature's Safe Blood Treatment

F

Rem- eutire'y ruining tho health.
Known for 50 Years as the
S. s. S. is made entirely of gentle-actinedy for Rheumatism, Catarrh,
healing, purifying roots, herbs
KiTofula. Skin Diseases.
IE
Scientists have discovered that the and barks, possessing piopertics that
forest and the field, are abundantly build up toall parts of the system, in
addition
removing all impurities
suppled with vegetation of various, and pois'ons from the blood. S. S. S.
for
the
that
for Rheumatism,
furnish
treatment
is
a
kinds,
safo
ingredients
Yankees Have Opportunity to
making a remedy, for practically every Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores anil fleers.
Skin Dlseuses, Blood Poison, and all
Oust Red Sox From First ill and ailment of mankind. Medicines
made from roots, herbs, and barks disorders of the blood. It cleanses the
permanent. Get
Place in American League; which Nature has placed at the dis- entire K.vstem and it's store
It
posal of man. are better than strong S. 8. S.lat any drug
recognized
remedy
mineral mixtures and concoctions. is a standard
Fielding is Wretched,
Mineral medicines work dangerously everywhere as the greatest blood antiIf yours is a
on the delicate parts of the system, dote ever discovered.
WIU
CIAL
stomach and bowels, by peculiar case write to Medical Dthe
especially
I.Y HOPMN1 JOUHNAL
deirector, 442 Swift laboratory, Atlanta.
eating out the liring membrane, pro- Ga.
New Xorlt, June 24. New York
and often
a
chronic
of
dyspepsia
ducing
first
the
game
in
Boston
feated
four game series in which the Yankees have an opportunity, to oust the
CANADIAN HORSE WINS
Red Sox from the leadership New
notL
BROOKLYN HANDICAP
York won in a ninth inning rally
withstanding wretched fielding, as six
IB
MORN, NO JOURNAL BPtCI AL ITASEO WIRC1
errors were mado behind Mogridge.
New York, June 21. Cudgel- the
who permitted only three hits and
four year old colt by Broomstick-Eugenino earned runs. Score;
Burch, owned by Commander
. Boston.
J. K. L. Ros,s, a Canadian naval ofAB. It H. PO. A. E.
1
1
0
1
ficer- ridden by Jockey Lyke, won the
3
Hooper, rf
1
0
4
0
0
4
Brooklyn handicap, one mile and a
Shean. 2b
0
2
0
4
over the queen's county Jock0
0
furlong,
cf
Strunk,
1
0
0
race track today. The win0
4
0
club's
ey
...
If
Whitemaii,
was the public favorite,
1 JO
I
which
0
4
ner,
lb
Mclnnis,
1
0
2
carried the top impost of 12!) pounds
3
0
0
Thomas, 3b
MOKNIN1
JOURNAL tPICIAL LtASCD WIRC)
8'and a length ahead
0
3
5
4
0
0
Scott, ss
Federal Judge past the judge'sMillers
Chicago, June
1
1
1
aged gelding
0
3
3
Liimlis dealt a hard blow to the de- of Andrew
Agnew, c
five
1
0
0
0
3
0
fense in the I. W. W. trial today, Roanier, with John Sanford's
Bush, p ,
four
when he barred year old George Smith third,
ci ui.sel adini'.t-d- ,
2
3x25 11 0 from evidence the ele.'u volume r'-- , length away, . .32
Totals
Is
The time of the race, 1:50
i i t
of lh". federal Ii dustrlal relaSew York.
the track recbehind
one
second
Just
AB. K 11. PO. A. E. tors commis.v'.ii of A'h'
I'.
Frank
1
ord for this distance made by H. P.
0
2
0
3
0
Walsh was th. ill man
Uilhooley, rf
1
Borrow last year. The win1
1
2
5
2
ss
Pecklnpatigh,
commission s report is known Whitney's
Tho
owner's
1
1
2
2
3
3
ning
portion of the stake waa
Baker, 3b
as the "1. W. W. bible," according to
1
3
0
5
$4,850.
0
Pratt, 2b ..
counsel
chief
F.
Vandervcr,
George
1
4
0 1 14
Pipp. lb
for the defense, and on its findings
1
0
0
3
0
0
Bodle, If
the I. W. W. bused Its entire course
SEALED BIDS
1
0
2
3
0
0
Marsans, cf
01 dealing with the Industrial situSealed
2
2
0
bids
0
2
0
will bo received on and
c
to
am'.t
rver.
Mr.
Hannah,
ation, according
before June 2S, 1918, at the office of
1
0
0
0
0
0
xxCaldwell
The attorney in making his open- the
County Clerk of Bernalillo Coun0
0
0
0
0
0
Walters, c
ing statement of the case of the de- ty, New Mexico, at Albuquerque, N.
1
2
0
0
0
3
Mogridge, p
fendants, who arc charged with sedi- M., for furnishing and driving sixteen
tious conspiracy, denied that the I.
piles and fourteen
6
7
3
17
27
26
extension of the
Totals
W. V. had attempted to attack the piles forming an
at the west bank
or
breakwater
x One out
when winning run govcrnmrn.
He declared it the pur- jetty
of
Rio
Grande
above
the west end
the
scored.
pose of the I. W. W. to destroy the of the Barelas bridge, in Los Rancho
xx Batted for Hannah in eighth.
industrial
txisiing
de At risco.
rystcm,'
Score by innings:
It was to lay Jouacation of iiii
Said work to be done under the
001 001 0002
Boston
case that tho tv.yer bought to sub- supervision of the County
Survcyof
3
New York
000 100 002
mit in evidence the "1. W. W. bibbi. and in accordance with specifications
on file In the office of tho Count?
hits Peckin-paugI ublished
in
lie declared th Clerk.
Summary: Two-bas- e
Copies of said specifications
Uilhooley, Pipp. Thee base W'ulf-h report was tr-- 'guiding light" are to be obtained from tho County
hits Bodie, Sacrifice
hit Peckln-Paugof the 1. W. W neti.lcri in all thru Surveyor.
Bidders must Inclose check payable
Sacrifice flies Hooper, Pratt ihey id.
Double plays Scott and Mclnnis 2
Judge Landis refused to allow tho to the County of Bernalillo for 10 per
cent
of the amount of bids.
Base on balls Off Mogridge 1, Bush defense to go into general Inquiry on
Bids will be opened and contract lot
was
I. Struck out
conditions.
industrial
The
3.
1,
Bush
jury
By Mogridge
In lowest nnd heal bidder nt Ihe meet- out of the court room much of the ling of the
County Commissioners of
over
while
time
the
argued
attorneys
Bernalillo County to bo held at 2 p.
; Chicago 2.
Detroit
The
of
evidence.
the
28, 1918, at the
almissabllity
m., Friday, June
Detroit, Mich., June 24. James
county.
Cicotto and Detroit won the Judge refused even to .allow a digest Court House of Bernalillo CommissionThe Board of County
of the Walsh report us prepared by
opening game with Chicago. Detroit
Of the de- ers reserves the right to reject any or
scored its runs by bunching hits with James P. Thompson, one
all bids.
to
introduced.
be
fendants,
buses on balls and Chicago errors.
The successful
bidder will he reAttorney Vanderver said the indict- quired to furnish a satisfactory bond,
Score:
ment charges the defendants with
the
according to law, In double will
Clicugo.
to start strikes to obstruct amount
of his bid, and contractor
AB. R H. PO.A. E. conspiring
withde
He
to
work.
war
work
not
the
bo permitted
begin
government's
4
0
Murphy, rf
clared It would be necessary to prove out equipment adequate to the satisWeaver, 3b ...
the work.
of
"to
completion
inter
of
defendants
factory
intent
the
the
E. Collins, 2b
3
ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
fere with production of copper, lumof
Board
County Com0
Gandil, lb
Chairman,
ber and other supplies for governmissioners.
0
xLcibold, If
ment work.
NESTOR MONTOYA. County Clerk.
Fedsch, cf
0
Frank K. Nebecker, chief of the gov
J. Collins, If lb
1
ernment prosecutors, asserted any act
2
Risberg, ss
tending to obstruct government operJacobs- c
0
ation must be held to have been inClcotte, p
3
tended.
Paints, Oils, Glass, JIaltliold Roofing
xxRussell, .
0
and Building Pnper.
IK-s- t

AND

1

IS will
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Boston Twirler Receives First
Defeat of the Season vjl
Hands of New York Batsmen; 2 Braves to Second.
V

PIciL

MOININO JUUHNAL

LKACCD

y.

WlRII

Boston, June 24. Demaree hnd the
better of Rudolph, New York winning.
It was Rudolph's first defeat of the
season, af;er three victores. Boston
reached second base hut twice. Score:
Sow York.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
(l
0
0
0
rums. cf
n
0
4
young, if
4
l
;h
II
4
Wilhoit. ir
i 4 u
7.
rmpn. ?b . .3 0
lu
i tj . Iv L
ill

5fljn)M
AV-f&rwr-
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OON'.t SWIM

'

-

'i

W

HI S DELIVERS

NEAR WATERFALLS

10

1

II

I

''(

Randen,

.

O

"

c
I!

Rodriguez, L'li
Demaree, p .

"

1

0

1

'..32
Ro'toii.

n.

4

fl

4

3

0
0
0
0
0

3

"

4
3

i

THE WATER.

0
0

1

0

0

0

Oj

0

15

2

C

(I

H

2

6

3

0

1

1

6

II

0

4

27

0

OONT SWIM 7 I

C

in ninth.
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Uarxr Stevens

AWAY FR.QM
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27

3

1

swimming

amusements?

Two-bas-

life-sa-

(Lifc-Savin-

Kdi-Id-

g

G

fellow-swimmer-

1

1

1

n

1

1

Two-bas-

e,

.

.

(southern

Cincinnati

.
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.
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one of your summer
Don't bathe in tint' refluent or se- If it Isn't, it should be. ciiided park.
Don't bathe alone if subject to gidSwimming is one of tht most henllh- ful exerciser and most of the facilities diness or faintness.
of the swimming season may be avoidDon't dive into the water without
ed if hit hers will follow certain rules first ascertaining the depth.
when in the water.
Don't take fright if you fall into
For the benefit
of bathers, whether good swimmers !he water with yOtir clothes on: reor beginners, The Journal has secured member, clothes float and assist you
this article from Harry O. Stevens, to float. Make for the shore, swimt 'liicUBO 8; fSI. 1iils :t.
'
,'
ming with the tide or stream,
Chicago, June 24. Chicago settled noted swimmer and
In
too
out
Don't
swim
sea
far
the
undown behind Henrtrix after an
....
I,,I
,.,
,n.,Mar,,l...l
'
"
"., I.....
steady start, overtook St. Louis and
Pv HARRY (I. ST liVKXi' '
won. Meadows was replaced on the
expert swimmer.
and Swimming Kxpert.)
mound in the fifth after Mann douD(int tl(iie fl.icllt it Sl.l!iC(, wiUl
Jn view of the (act that over 8. HDD cramps; keej) cool; turn on the back
bled. Score:'
t ho past
have
in
persons
drowned
and endeavor to rub the place affecf
8t, Ixmrs.
AB. fl, II. PO. A. K. year, I think much loss of life will be ed. If the leg is drawn up with pain,
1
1
4
0
All
j cmiiiiiHieu it ine toiiowing rules are swim slowly with the arms onlyHeathcolc, cf
n aoopieu ny uainers and swimmers.
1
3
4
1
2
swimmers should practice this.
Paird, 3b
4
7
0
0
0
0
Swimming is essential for health
Grimm, lb
Don't swim without some recog'
1
4
1
a and personal safety.
For those who nixed signal to give your
0
Hornshy, ss
n that can and cannot swim, it is best
0
0
0
0
0
rvtstell, ss
if subject to cramps, such a9
to play safe in water until you have
1
2
3
0
0
Paulette,
one arm and shouting fur help.
lifting
4
1
o
1
0
Oj mastered
McIIenry, If
watermanship to a. degree Don't abuse this; leave the water aa
4
1
3
0
Pea II, i f
0,of personal safety for Jours'lf and soon us possible.
1
01 others.
2
3
0
0
(ionzales. e
Don't dive out of or try to get into
2
0
0
0
0
Meadows, j
a boat from Ihe side; dive from tho
Ikin'.i l'or Swimmers.
1
0
0
0
May,
Don't bathe shortly after dining: stern, but only then from n boat with
wait at least two hours.
a broad beam.
Totals
.30 3 u 24 10
Don't sit In a boat or stand about
Don't swim near dams, waterfalls,
Chicago.
undressed after being In the wateror where reeds are growing.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Don't swim far after a hard day's
Don't swim away from tho shore,
Flack, if .
after other always along the shore.
work, or
llollocher, s
forms of exercise.
Don't swim without company If you
llann, If . .
Merkle, lb.
5
Paskert, cf
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
S
Deal, 3 b
3
Zeider, 2b
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
3
Killifer. c
NATIONAL LK(U K.
3
Hendrix, p
W.
L.
pet.
38
.B7II
Chicago
IS
At Milwaukee 2; Columbus 7.
4
Totals
37
2
2
8
27
New York
36
17
.i;7i
(No others scheduled.)
ft- Louis
101 100 000
IBoston
3'
30
,.ri0.S
29
At Minneapolis 2; Louisville 1.
000
2f
30
.404
n4x8
Pittsburgh
e
Summary:
hits Heath-col25
,4113
2!)
Brooklyn
2H
Beall, Baird. Stolen bases.
Cincinnati
31
.4!i
Paird (2), McHenry, Hollocher, Mann.
25
.4,r),ri
30
Philadelphia
WESTERN LEAGUE
Sacrifice hits Baird, KUlifer. Bases
St. Louis . . .'
32
20
,3Sr
on balls Off Hendrix 1, Meadows 1,
AMERICAN MatilK,
May 2. Innngs pitched By Meadows
At Omaha-Siou- x
City, called end
4, May 4. Htruck out
By Hendrix 4. second inning account darkness.
L.
W.
Pet.
by May l. Wild pitch Hendrix.
At St. Joseph 4; Des Moines 2.
3fi
.581
(Boston
,26
At Oklahoma City 4; Joplin 3.
New York
33
24
.579
Pittsburgh 7;; Cincinnati 2.
At Hutchinson-Wichit- a
game post Cleveland
27
Cincinnati.
35
.565
June
24. Schneider's
poned; rain.
27
28
.503
wlldnesn, combined with clever buntChicago
32
SI
.508
Washington
ing and base running by the Pitts2S
St. Louis
.4 S3
30
burgh team, gave the visitors an easy
Detroit
24
22
.478
victory in the third of the series here
31!
21
.368
today.
Philadelphia
Score:
n. H. E.
.

X

J

(I

U

J
010 OIIU (MI2
New York
000 000 000 0
Boston
e
hits ZimmerSummary:
hit Fletchman, Young. Three-bas- e
er. Stolen base Rawlings. Sacrifice
Holkc.
Left on
ht! Zimmerman,
bases New York 4, Boston 3. Struck
out By Demaree 1, Rudolph Ti.

Pittsburgh

"HICm.
ifMlc
J

.300 000 202
.000 100 001

0
0

7. 10
2

Batteries: Miller and Schmidt;
neider and Allen.

Sch-

associationJ

At New Orleans 11; Atlanta 0.
At. Chattanooga
fi; Memphis 2.
At Little
postponed;
teams failed to arrive.
At Mobile 2; Birmingham 8.

WHERE THEY
NATION

PLAY
I,

TODAY

Li:,,l E.

St. Louis at Chicago.
New York at Host on.
Prooklyn at Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati.

Philadelphia 7; Brooklyn I.
Philadelphia, June 24. Oesehgcr
kent Pronklyn'n hits scattered while WOULD ERECT STONE
Cheney was wild and
Philadelphia
National League.
won. Cheney forced in the first loca'
WALL AROUND CURVE
AMERICAN JKHU E.
run by giving Oc hger his base on
ON LA BAJADA HILL
Chicago at Detroit
balls after he had filled the bases by
Cleveland at St. Louis.
intentionally passing Adams.
J hiladelphiu at Washington.
Score:
Several Albiiiiucrquo motorists arc
R. H. E.
Boston at New York.
1
1
7
000 001 000
Brooklyn
advocating the erecting of a stone
Philadelphia ...030 200 021 7 10 2 wall on the danger curve on Lu Bajada
Batteries:
Cheney and Miller; hill between Albuquerque and Santa WILL COMPLETE WORK
Fe. It is reported that u sign raised
Oeschger and Adams.
ON FIFTH STREET SOON
high on two posts displaying
the
word "danger" In large letters and
RACE FOLLOWERS ARE
the
drawing of a skull and
City Manager Paul O. Uedlngton
FINED FOR NOT WORKING cross ghastly
bones beneath it Is enough to announced
that tho gravelstartle any driver not used to the road ling of Filthyesterday
street will be completed
lV MORNINQ JOUMNAL MtCIAL LEASCO WINK
as he comes suddenly upon it In mak- this week The street
was 'clow level
Covington, Ky., June 2 4. Six men, ing the curve.
and an enormous amount of dirt and
three white and three negroes, who
Motorists say that the fuct that a
was
to hrlnn it to
registered as "horse trainers and number of cars have gone over the gravel level. required
When the base work La
proper
Hhoubl
horsemen," were arrested at the
wuirant
pmbankment
fonis
race track today and were fined action for safety being taken. They been completed the top of the load
Will bo shiooothed and finished.
Per$100 and, costs, and sentenced to sixty point further to the fact that Mr. and
sons using a newly graded si reel are
Mrs.
Reese
and
at
LewiB
children
labor
hard
flays
by Judge
narrowly Instructed and
urged to drive as near
Manson in the Covington police court. escaped death one day last week when
t. the center and not .vent
as
possible
side-oran
their
ear
over
the
partly
They had been charged with violation of the state law which requires the curve overlooking the precipice. ijown. tho side;!.
The continued drouth has been exThe
tar's
suspension on the side of
every able bodied male from IS to 80
tho wall was probably all that saved! tremely hard on the city streets. The
years of age to work at least thirty-sinew
which is being used on the
hours a week- This is the maximum the occupants from being dashed to streetstruck
is doing the work of four horse
death.
The building of a stone or
sentence as provided by the law.
'concrete wall on tho outer edge of the drawn wagons. It is planned, at
curve and the removing of the skull small cost, to construct "a trailer for
Dundee Wins Over Donley,
Jersey City, N. J., June 24. Johnnv 'and cross bone sign Is at present con the truck which will add largely to Its
course to efficiency and will greatly inereaso
Dundee, lightweight of New York sidered "the most logical
the amount It is able to haul.
was given the popular decision over pursue.
Mickey Donley of Newark, N. J in
Cured of Indigestion and Constipaan eight-roun- d
bout here tonight.
AMERICAN TRENCHES
tion.
"I first took Chamberlain's Tablets
ARE RAIDED BY HUNS
n
Demiisey-FultoBout I'ui'ortali.
about six vears ago. At that time )
Baltimore, Md., June 24. Inability
was greatly troubled with my stomach
iBY MONNIN JOURNAL SPieiAL LBAIIO WINK)
to come to an agreement with the
and suffered from Ills brought on bj
With the American Army In France, constipation.,,' Chamberlain's Tablets
management of the ball park has
were the, first medicine that helped
kept the promoters of the meeting be- June 24 (by the Associated Press).
y
tween the heavyweights Jack Demp-ae- American troops who have been ir. me In the least. They not only afunthe front line east of St. Die, In the forded me quick relief, but bv conand Fred Fulton In a state of
their use for a short time I
certainty. The fight was scheduled Yosgcs, since the first wee1 of June, tinuing
was cured of indigestion
and
my
tor July 4. Tonight the' promoter had an encounter lust night with Ger bowels
were restored to regular acTwo
postponed it until Saturday afternoon, mans who raided the trenches.
G.
writes
Mrs.
Jackson
W.
tion,"
".......-.Americans are. missing. Ul.. v
t.
Utchfield. III. - July 13.
La-ton- ia
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REDS' DEFENSE

I

2

3

Balled for Rudolph

F'l

1

2

3

tSf

!

'

11. PO. A. 13.
6
1
0
0
1
n
2

I

7.

Totals

27

AB.

Rawlings, ss
Heraog. I'll
Powell, cf
Wickland, if
J. C. Smith, 3b ..
Konetchy. lb
Kelly, If
Wilson, c
Rudolph, i
Massey.

"

0

II

0

Totals

z

DON'T THROW THE.
HANDS OUT OP

.

.

g,

SERIES

- ft11

GO

.

-

BE.YOT6

5EfTH

i

.

THE.

.

.3

HIPSlF-YO-

CAN'T SWIM.
have a weak heart, and only then after consulting a doctor.
Don't swim against the stream if
you come across weeds.
Don't swim without protecting your
ears if subject to ear trouble-Do'ulfor Beginners ami
Don't go beyond the dep'.'.i of your
nips if you can't swim.
Don t plunge or struggle when you
find yourself in deep water.
Don't grasp anj person who approaches you; do what he tells yoi).
Don't attempt to get into a boat
coming to your rescue; catch hold of
the stern until assisted to get in.
Tread water by keeping the legs
moving up and down- as in walking
upstairs. Hold an oar or canoe paddle, plaht or branch of a tree In the
middle when thrown to you; an our
or paddle with the blade flat on the
water will keep you up if you don't
in
long breaths
struggle. Tako
through the mouth and exhale slowly
through tho nostrils; this makes the
body more buoyant and, keeps you
warm.
If you will follow out, these directions when in distress in tho water
you will help yourself and others
coming to your assistanceWhen canoeing take a life belt if
you are not an expert.

1

li-'il-

h,

....
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LUMBER

GEN. DIAZ SAYS

IE

J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
FORMER RESIDENT OF
Totals
2
31
6 24 12
2
x Batted for Gandil In
COMPANY
seventh,
DUKE CITY RECEIVES
xx Batted for Cicotte In ninth.
HONOR AT U. OF S. C.
Detroit.
A B. R H. PO. A. E.
THE WM. FARfV COMPANY
3
Bush, sg
2
0
Miss Mali Copland, formerly of Al1
3
Vitt, 3b
2
senwas
481
one
of the
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
buquerque,
.
3
Cobb, cf
2
4
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
iors to graduate from the Cniversity
3
Vcach, If
0
of Southern California at Los Angeles
Sausage a Specialty
II.T MOHNIN9 JOU4NAL SrtCIAL MUMD WIR(1
1
1
Heilmann.
3
lb
For
13
Cattle
reand Hogs tho Ruling
month
to
this
word
according
24.
Austrian
June
Washington,
o
Market rrlecs Are raid
;j
1
ceived here yesterday.
She was one
losses in the retreat across the Piavo Harper, rf
4
I
of three to rccelvo the bachelor of
2
included "an appalling . number of Young, 2b
4
1
1
Spencer, c
0
laws, and has already been admitted
troops killed," more lhan 40,000 made James,
4
1
0
to the bar In California.
p
0
prisoners and enormous amount of
Miss Copland
was awarded tho
war booty, says a report trout GenTotals
;so
6
9 27 It
medal for excellency in scholarship
eral Diaz, the Italian commander,
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
Score by Innings;
of tho
which was cabled from Rome tonight
by the aluiiint association
Chicago
.000
000
It
to the Italian embassy.
2002 school, being only the second time
.'
Phone tit.
.000 121 llx 6 that the tucdal has been awarded to 220 West Gold.
we obtained
a great Detroit . . .
"Yesterday
a
u..
Mia
Summary:
a woman. She is a member of the
victory," said (.eneral Diaz' message.
"Owing to tho extreme pressure of Veach. Three base hits Cobb stolen Theia Kappa .Alpha debating soronity
our troops and the continuous fire of bases Harper. Cobb, Young. Sacrl-fic- o and of the Sigma loin Chi scholarthe artillery and airplanes, the enemy,
Vltt, Veach, Ilnr-Ue- r. ship fund. When in Albuquerque Miss
Sacrifice flies Murphy. Double Copland took an active part in club
after having desperately clung for
eight days at the cost of appalling Plays E. Collins, J. Collins and Ris- work.'
losses to the right bank of the Piave, berg. Bases on balls Off Cicotte 3,
on the night of tho 23rd began to re- James 4. Hit by plteher-- Ry
Jnme. JURY FINDS MAN DIED
treat to the left tank under our ter-- , (l'clsch). struck oul-- By
cicotte 3
lific fire.
James 1.
FROM NATURAL CAUSES
"The retreat continued during the
entire day, protected by strong maWashington 2: Philadelphia I
George Galonas, the healthseekcr
chine gun contingents and rear guard
Washington. June 24. Harper 'had who
was found dead in his hut of
units, which after opposing obstinate the better of Greiro- In a tii,ishrubbery on the west bank of the Rio
1
resistance, were successfully overpow- here and Washington
i.
made it two Grande river Sunday morning, died
Fourth St. and Copiier Ave. 4
ered by the impetus of our troops. straignt from
was
Philadelphia.
It
to
from
the
tuberculosis, according
which enveloped Montello and swept
larpers nrth consecutive victory verdict of a jury which
sat at an inover the enure Plave line with the ex- Sam
nice, who recently entered the quest held before Justice of tho
pectation of a short victory at Musile, military service, made his farewell apPeace Pollcarpio Sanchez in Barelas
where the fight continues.
pearance with
for the yesterday
The Jury was
morning.
'thus far 40,000 prisoners have duration of the Washington
war.
ot Abelerlo A. Romero,
composed
octu counted and an enormous Score:
amount of war bootv captured. An Philadelphia . . . 000 000 010 1 jj6 E0 Forlblo Gahaldon, Gmbiel Armijo
Federioo Gonzales,
Salanar,
Elfcgo
z
appalling number of Austrian corpses Washington . . . . 000 000 llx 2 8 0 Ambroslo
The body of
Sanchez.
liner me ground, hearing witness to
Batteries; Gregg and Perkins; Har- Galanos is at
In
are
We
a
to
give
position
Strong Brothers' underthe unfortunate bravery and the per and Piclnlch.
more value for the money than
taking rooms.
crushing defeat of the enemy."
any other BUILDING FIRM In
this Vlcildty.
SKUNKS WHIP WILD CATS
Office With
GOVERNMENT AGENTS TO
IN EXCITING
CONTEST
Lum-

ACHIEVED

A

GREAT VICTORY'

12

......

1

"

DUKE CITY

Two-lian-

hits-Wea-

ver,

I Hudson for Signs
Wall

I

Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames t

Wallace Hesselden

'

SPEAK HERE REGARDING
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Nicholas Van der Pyl.- who is to
make a speaking tour of the country
in tho interest of the United States
employment service, will speak in Albuquerque. The placing of Albuquerque on Mr, Van der Pyl's ltlherary
came about through the efforts ot
Arthur C. Culver, examiner for the
employment service here. Although
no date has been set for his appearance In this city, Mr. Culver said yesterday that he would probably come
some time In July. Mr. Van der Pyl
is said to have an extended acquaintance among employers and employes,
and having acquired the viewpoint of
each is considered ;.well ' fitted tc'
speak to audiences of either. '.

T o
'ast

Nat Goodwin, the
srs in Albuquerque

route east

j.

General Contractor

The Superior

The Second Ward Skunks defeated
the Fourth Ward Wild Cuts in the
hardest fought game of the season
yesterday afternoon. This evens tho
standings of the four ward teams In
this division.
Today the Third Ward Prarie Dogs
will playthe First Ward Jack Rabbits.

Don't neglect the "Two-Bit- "
Join today.

Cross Club.

Timely

Red

Warning.
Don't wait until the last minute b'lt
act as soon as the first indications of
a bilious attack nnnenr nnA vm. .an
usually ward it off. You have timely
warning as your appetite rails some
hours before the attack
appears and
vou Keen on entin? hpeniiHA It ! mn1
time. Kktn nnn friAnt mil tnu-- n ilnsa
Chamberlain's Tablets and the at- actor of
tacK can aa a rule be prevented and
night en all the distressing svmntomi avoided.
Try It,

ber & Mill Co.

a

.

CASCO-2VJ-

ot.

CIYDE-uaa-

,.

COLLARS
t

CT.TTBTT,

PEABODY

ruuniu ail
Thue tiny CAPSULES
art iiiparior to Balsam
of Copaiba, Cubeba or
InlMtlons.and
RELIEVES Is (MIDY)
24 HOURS tho V-- X
tamo diseases without Inconvenience ( .

CO., inc. MAJTEHS

LUMBER

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
AlbuquerqueNORTHLumber,
Company
FIRST 8TREKT v "''''""
.

4UM

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, June

GOTillTESfil

E MPERGR CHARLES

SN0MERET00L

WILL
N

01

T

TO LIMIT

TO

SPSCtAL

MUBNINtt JOURNAL

an
24. With
amount euual to the revenue rained
each
States
year
Ivy the whole ml ted
before the war Ju.st pant by me peoand
In
income
alone
of
this
city
ple
excess profits taxes, the money marnot
ket here today was reported
in spite of this huge patriotic
pavment, but ulso reflecting the readiness and ability of New Yorkers to So
on backing the boys ifbroad to the laHt
limit of carefully conserved bank ac-to
counts. Besides settling what used
be the bill of the entire company in
taxes, the citizens of tlotham are now
able to absorb their share of tho next
Uberty Uoan, plaster the pockets of
their children with .Savings Stamps
and Ret solidly behind every cull for
welfare work, tho biggest bankers declare. That they have demonstrated
their strength as well as their spirit to
stick behind Uncle Sam until the last
gun is fired, is making the people of
tho metropolis proud and pleased ut
just this time.
(Jarvan'H
In response to tho demand for a
Washington war worker to fill the
next
governor's chair at Albany in the with
two years of critical
tho national fighting forces, democratic leaders aro meeting here today to
of inducing
sound the possibilities
Thomas P. Garvan to leave the office
of tho alien property custodian and
offer his experienced services as
chief executive to the Umpire
state. While the many men mentioned
ticket are
to head the democratic
more or less trained to peacetime adis
pointed out that
ministration, it
this man, who has hunted down millions of dollars worth of concealed
property planted hero for the benefit
of its owners living In Germany, has
not only a long record of achievement
in public affairs before the war, but
lias since come into close contact with
every phase of war work centering at
the White House and radiating out to
every national department. If Tammany will swallow the nomination of
Garvan, who has often refused to be
bound in any way by tho local democratic bosses, it is predicted that his
choice will solve tho problem over
d
which the democrats have been
in their search for the one man
to win a wartime campaign.
STASH' SPl iif.
Spurred by the showing of savings
Vow

Juno

Vm--

only-stead-

war-lim-

e

pun-Hie-

stamp activities throughout this state
above the Bronx, the War Saving
alrcary
Stamp heads of this city have
begun their drive ahead of time to
record
turned
beat out the
in on the coming National War Savings day. While William J. Tully has
worked hard as head of the State War
Saving Stamp organization outside this
city, the returns that are beginning
to come in as evidence of the patriotic purchasing power of the people upstate have Just shown the bankers
of this city that they must hustle to
keep Gotham from falling far behind
in the War Savings Stamp drive. If
the counties outside Greater New
York rise to the coming call to pledge
savings service to Uncle Sam, as rapidly as they have responded to the
earlier campaign appeal, the financiers hereafter fear that this city will
be shamed by having to admit that its
people have fewer stamps per capita
3tate.
than the residents of the .
PATIUOT.T rr,:-r,KUnited in an unswerving loyalty to
the cause of our allies, the thousands
of Italians in this city are this week
giving daily demonstrations of the
spirit that opposos tho Austrian advance. On every corner of the Italian
crowds are
quarters, neighborhood
constantly congregating for speakand cheering outing, singing
bursts of patriotic fervor in support of the fighting of tho galof
lant
Garibaldi.
descendants
If one single son of lru-- lice Is not
on fire with
spirit, lie
has not been seen bv anyone In town
up-sta-

uer

RY
j

Aiiautvir

PRDPRSSnn

(Bohemian Soldier and Patriot, Mem- uei vi
Parliament.)
The Emperor Charles is no mere
tool of the kasior
Berlin did not Incite Vienna on to the war. Vienna
wanted this war. Vienna stinted this
war of her own free ewill. The kaiser lent his support because war was
necessary to the German scheme of a
mittel Europa. But Austria was a full
partner in the scheme, an active plotter in itg development.
Austria is and always has been a
mistress of duplicity.
The United
States has seen ljcr playing the rolo
of the misguided victim of German diplomacy; a nation forced by coercion
into taking part in the war. Ilet
agents have been busy since the war
to
began giving publicity world-wid- e
this sonsumate actress. A feeling of
tolerance toward Austria us compared
with Germany has been the result-Evewith us has been tho skillfully
implanted suggestion that Austria bitterly rued her bargain with Germany,
longed to throw 'off the yoke of German influence and was ready to discuss peace.
What an illusion! It has suited
Vnr
Germany's Diana to
Just so much as the allies placed any
tann in Austrian tleslre for peace; Just
enei-Eso much has tha
of the allies been weakened. It is per- lectly plain that if you are expecting
one of wour opponents to cease righting you will discount him as a factor
in the final result.
"But how about the letter of
Charles to poincare, I am constantly
asked.
Duplicity again!
Charles did not believe that the let
ter would be published. Note his vehement denial when it was published.
It was a characteristic Austrian trick
to make France believe tfiat Austria
was not wholeheartedly in tho war
and that In proof of her protestations
to a peace
she would be responsive
wi'h "no annexations."
Kaiser Approves I'rouowils.
Alio note how admirably the revelation of Charles' peace proposals suited
:'te kaiser. We see the spectacle o:
Jleilin to "explain," not the kuiser
to Investigate.
hut tying to Vienna
the German viewpoint, the ka:j-e- r
thus establishes himself as the
mightier of the two monarchy Then
the treaty follows. Next we Will see
Turkey and Bulgaria following si.it
alliance bound
the
up firmer than ever In pledge.
"The treaties would have been if
fected just the same," Professor Mas-aryreplied. "And Charles would
have labored under the delusion that
he had implanted a false hope in the
mind of the French leaders."
nusiro-nungana-

n

four-corner-

"Itn't it true that strikes and riots
and food shortage are weakening Austria as a factor in tho war?" peoplo
ask me.
It is true that Austria is literally
seething with discontent, but the soldiers are in control of the disturbances
1

y

d,

Stork and

Uttta
Many a New Home will Hara a
Sunbeam to Brighton it.

mrk r held up to venCupid snfl th
eration; they re rated as cunnln. p'otters
lo herald the coming- of the little sunbeam
to gladden the hearts and brighten the
homes of a host of happy families.
moat remarkable preparation,
There ia
known as Mother Friend, which has been
used by women for over half a century
before the arrival of tha stnrk.. This Is a
penetrating external application usefor the abdomen and breast. By dally
throughout the, waiting months, strain and tenhe muscles are made
sion la relieved.
elastic and pliable so that when baby comes
they expand wilt) ease and the pain and
danger at the crisis Is naturally less.
Then, tw, the nerves are not .torn and
drawn with that usual wrenching atraln,
and many distresses, such as nervousness,
nausea, bearing down and stretching pains,
are among the discomfort and debilitating
experiences women who have used Mother'
Friend say they have entirely escaped by
d
remedy.
the application of this
Thousands of women have used Mother's
Friend and know from experience that it
contributions
to
la ono of the greatest
healthy, happy motherhood.
Co..
to
Bradfleld
the
Write
Regulator
Lamar Bids'., Atlanta. Oa., for their
"Motherhood Book." There Is a wealth of Instruction and comfort to be derived from
reading this little book. It Is plainly written
Just what every woman wants to know. Get
a bottle of Mother' Friend from the druggist today, and thus fortify yourself aifalnst
pain and discomfort.
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England and France. Austria and
Germany both have their crop- of
young men springing up for service
each year.
Bui why conjecture along the line
of Austria's weakening or disintegration? Every moment devoted to conjecturing without giving the slightest
consideration to any possibility or
probability but beating the central

powers.
Someone asked me whether the allied plans pt dividing up Austria into
mall sinte. according to the various
nationalities if made known to the dif
ferent nationalities would not Biart. a
revolution in the army.
'
Must Ho Dismembered.
I replied how can the allied alms
and ideals be spread successfully
element, of'
among the liberty-seekin- g
the Austrians? Even if propaganda

to that effect wai circulated In spite
trict censorship, would not a
th
backfire be started against it? You
might succeed in lowering thebemoraie
all.
of the troops but that would
There is only one way of spreading
the propaganda of democracy in Germany and Austria and that is by a
decisive victory on the western front.
And there is only one way of destroying the menace of German? and
that Is by dismembering of the Aus
trian empire. Austria left intact af
ter this war means that the two emk

EYE VIEW

TIE

Must Bear 3 Babies

(Springfield, (111.) Republican.)
How the unmarrlel daughter of a
German resident in this country while
studying music in Germany at the beginning of the war was detained in
that country by the authorities for
g
purposes and was told
that she could not leave until she had
borne three children was one of the
German atrocities related by John B.
Lunger, vice president of the Equitasociety, at the
ble life assurance
monthly meeting and luncheon of the
Western Massachusetts life underwritat the chamber of
ers' association
commerce Wednesday.
He asserted that the greater part
of the Germans In this country have
been loyal to (he United States and
that this fact has been a great surcountprise to Germany since she had
ed on loyal support as a result of her
kultur He related how the father of
of tho girl ihus mistreated riad made
to tho Red
a $10,(10(1 subscription
he was listed as an
Cross, though
alien. When tho father made the subscription after, telling of his daugh- it
ter's plight he slated further that
was only a beginning of what he was
of
going to contribute to the support
the United States.
Mr. Lunger told how the German
soldiers in Belgium had used the parlors of Belgian homes at latrines and
made playthings of the Belgian women. Poland, ho Slid suffered more
than Belgium, for while the deportations there were as great as in Belsome
gium, yet Belgium had received
aid, while Poland hud not. Ho pointed
out that this country has every evidence that Germany Intended originally to take the channel ports and
bring the same depredations here and
In South America.
child-bearin-

'

Ho criticized Americans, including
himself, for not awakening sooner lo
the fact that Immigrants here should
He said the stuff
be Americanized.
l hat tiiese
men are showing in their
willingness to help their adopted country in the present 'emergency shows
that wo did not give them tho credit
that was their due."
In Ohio, Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin and Missouri, said Mr Lunger,
public safety committees that amount
to vigilantes committees have taken
patriotic censuses. They have egiven
those with good recwhite cards
ords since the beginning of the war,
pink cards to those who haven't done
enough and must do better, and yellow
cards to those who have done nothing
and must promptly help or be "removed from the community."
lie nsserted that hate reacs unfavorably on a man's physical system
and "mentality and prevents speedy
and forcible prosecution of the war.
Instead of hate, he advocated that we
go Into the war with the spirit of
stamping out Germans wtih joyous
life
glee as we would stamp out the naof a venomous snake, un'll that
tion Is tired of trying to further Its
ambitions.
Mr. Lunger contrasted the gentleremanly warfare of the Turks, as
counted by the Australian troops, with
the dastardly methods of Germany.
The Turks, said Mr. Lunger, were supin tho present
posed to be barbarians
war, but they have not used poison
ambulances and
gas, nor shelled
In every
sniped at stretcher bearers.
wo
according to the Australians, the
Turks have a&lded by the Hague
treaty, which Germany has ruthlessly
Violated-

ir

have witnessed many demonstrations in my own Bohemia during the
war. But nothing is gained; the civilian population have no guns. As for
food shortage, Austria is suffering
sorely; much more so than Germany.
Berlin takes good care that her own
get the greater share of food that
comes from' outside the two empires.
(X)SKrn CfiNTKM PT.
to conclude
Playing Ajax to anv Hun thunder It Is a mistake," however,can be starved
the
powers
central
that
to
has
island
bolt, Coney
just begun
burn Its lights again anr, summon Its out.
crowds
Can't He Starved.
themselves in spito of
such squadrons of enemy craft as
You must not forget the Bohemmight lurk Just beyond the surf. Hun ians, the Slovaks, the Poles, the
drods of thousands of pleasure seek
the Slovoncs and tho other
era thronged this good old resort over
the last week-enwhile millions of nationalities of the Austrian empire
Indebright lights sent out their defiance have always been Btrlvlng for
to Germany either in the air or out to pendence and have always been dissea. Unless the government orders contented and revolutionary under tho
otherwise, the Coney crowd will take
their seaside strolls every night, all Hapsburgs.
"But are not the Austrian casualties
summer, with ' constant contempt forseriously rediicing her man power?"
anytning the kaiser can do about it
Of course. The people forget, however, that the population of Austria
and Germany, is greater than that of
Cupid
England" and France ,and that the loss
of manpower has been felt equally by

Cunning Plotters

BIRD'S

Young Music Student
In Germany Told She

OF KAISER BILL

New Yorkers Have Just Paid Austria is a Real Partner of
Their Income and Excess
the Hun; Germany Alone Did
Not Start This War, Says
Profits Taxes and Are Ready
to Meet Other Calls,
aloted Writer,

FIVE

25, 1918.

WOULD

CAMP FUNSTON TO
FOURTH
PROPER STILE
Camp Funston, Kan., June 2j. The
Fourth of July is to be a "red letter''
day at Camp Funston. The big celebration will be featured by a patriotic
pageant, athletic contests and speaking by Major General Leanord Wood,
camp commandant and Governor Arthur Capper. The home folks of the

soldiers will be the guests of honor
and the tamp will be open to visitors
the entire day at least, the regular
visitors' day hours from 10 a. m to
That
6:30 p. m., will be observed.
Will entitle the mothers, fathers, wives
sweethearts and relatives to a seven
and a half hour visit with the soldier
boys.
A road race between Camp Funston
and Fort Riley will open tho big athIt will be concluded
letic program.
at the divisional athletic field, east of
camp headquarters. In the afternoon
at the army camp baseball park, a
push ball game will be staged. Next
in order will bo a baseball game between the Camp Funston team and
cither the team from Camp Dodge or
the Great Lakes Training StationThe addresses of General Wood and
Governor Caliper will be delivered at
10:30 o'clock in the morning at the
divisional athletic fiold. In the evening a spectacular, patriotic, historical pageant will be given under the
direction of George V. Brooks, camp
dramatic director and the Y. M. C.
A. The pageant will begin, with the
discovery of America by Columbus.
This will be followed by replicas of
important national events, including
about fifly scones. Each scene will
be supported by a large chorus of
singers and performers It will be the
most extensive entertainment of its
kind ever attempted at Camp Funston, it is said. A noted soprano soloist has been engaged to take the
leading vocal role In tha patriotic
singing. The climax of the pagoant
will be an elaborate scene representative of the present world struggle.
The stage for the pageant will be a
natural one the hillside at the divis- ional athletic grounds. It will comimence at 8 p. m. By special arrange
ments visitors wlli be ao.niitea to witness the spectacular performance
from the Golden Belt Highway.
,

will have a perpetual harrier around
her over which she can look only toward the east and
neither
of world-waAustria nor Germany anticipated that
the war would assume the proportions
It did. German preparation was such
that she was ready to carry on a
world war when pressed to it. Austria thought she was prepared. The
of her
boasted
Vienna newspapers
complete preparedness, but Austrians
are lazy and inefficient in comparison
She could not have
with- Germans.
defeated Serbia decisively without
German aid.
V Th
United States will be the decid
United
ing factor in this war, but the
States must fight without tne illusion
that Austria will be out of it and the
task thereby mate as easy one.
Bagdad-Speakinr.

V. 8. Steamer

Burn.
'

Havana. June 24 The American
steamer Mary Olson, 848 ona, grosa,
laden with coal was burned last nlgni
at her wharf at Cienfuegos. The captain and crew of the vessel have been
arrested pending an investigation.
'

HOPE'S SHADOW.
. (Samuel Smiles.)
will he waning a second world- Hope Is like the sun, which, as we
war as soon as they are able. 'Austria Jurney towarcj it, casts the shadow of
dismembered means that Germany our burden behind us.
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HALF OF THE NIGHT

In

But Tan-la- c
Misery Two Years
After
Relief
Brings
Everything Else' Failed,

ev"Tanlas brought me relief after
good
me
any
do
to
erything else failed
healthier
and I am a stronge and
in a
woman today than I have been
Mrs
declared
recently
time"
long

1712 New
William R. Whltaker, of
Texas.
WorthFt
York avenue,
to two
"My health was fine up
my
"then
continued,
sho
ago,"
years
ato
I
failed.
Everything
digestion
in my
soured and felt like lead
stomach, gas rose nnd pressed on my
heart so I was afraid something was
out of
wrong with it. My liver was
crder too, and I often had spells of
dizziness.
My head ached awfully
and I would walk the floor half the
had
night, too nervous to (sleep. I
rheumatic pains in all my joints and
my shoulders and hips would ache
beso I could hardly stand it and I
came so despondent that I came near
to breaking down.
"(ne of my. friends had been
by Tanlac and advised me to
try It, so I started on It, also taking
t'lc lanlac tablets and I soon felt 'be
n.e.l'cine was straightening me
n
ever,
appetite Is now better th-.n:," fjtsem is regular and tho
is nearly all gono My nervts
are quieter, I sleep like a chi'd and
get up in the mornings feeling splendid. 1 can go on with my housework
without tiling nut and and am better
in every way than I have been in two
years."
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque at
tho Alvarado Pharmacy.
Adv.

Calomel Loses You a Day's Work!
Take Dodson's Liver Tone Instead

WAR FOR

it

Read my guarantee ! If bilious, constipated or headachy you weed not take nasty, sickening, dangerous calomel to get straightened up.

CONVENTION

Advertising Men and Others
drugEvery druggist In
Attending Meet in San Fran- gist and everybody's druggist has noticed a great falling oft in the sale of
cisco to See Interesting Co- calomel.
They all give the same reason. Dodson's Liver Tone is taking its
llection of Trophies,
town-yo-

ur

place.
"Calomel Is dangerous and people
o.
To o.n.n. jou.n.li
know It, while Dodson's Liver Tone is
lanciAL co.es.eOHO.-A
and gives better reCalif.. June
perfectly safe
San
will
said n prominent local druggist
bird s eve view of the war this -- sults,"
Dodson's Liver Tone is personally
be be the effect of the tnousanus
who soils
guaranteed by every druggist cost
war trophies, including airplanes, it.
very
A large bottle doesn't
small
guns,
submarines, big guns,
scores much but if it fails to give easy relief
and
ammunition
tanks, rifles,
In every case of liver sluggishness and
of different kinds of war materials,
the
by
Germans
the
from
captured
American, French, Hritish. Belgian of the Canadian forces, will be at
and Italian troops, which are to Ex-be
special Interest to advertising men.
shown in the great Allied War
The tank "Brittannia." will be part
by the I'nlted
position to bo opened Kan
Francisco of the Hritish exhibit. French, Italian
States government in
on July "th, 91 S. in connection with and Hclglttn collections will also hae
the convention of the Associated Ad- a prominent and Interesting part in
vertising clubs of the World.
tho exposition.
Tho Allied War Exposition, which
The war department, tho navy dewill be shown In. a number of largo
on training
commission
leavpartment,
after
United
States,
the
cities of
camp activities, tho food administraing San Francisco, is a part of the educational work of tho committee on tion and the I'. S. shipping board are
information, George Creel, all represented with exhibits showing
public
tho direct
chairman, and Is under
the vast scale on which our war acsupervision of Charles S- Hart, directThe ex- tivities aro going forward- The Red
or' of the division of films.
position is in charge of Chester I. Cross will also have a very InterestCampbell, director of U. S. war ex- ing exhibit showing the work of
hibits for the committee on public In- indisponscablo war organization.
formation, and lionald ,W. Ijee, asMusic on a scalo commensurate
sociate director.
the size of the exposition will
with
In
San be
hen the exhibit is set up
furnished
by a combined army and
Win.
of
Francisco, under the direction
navy band lead by Lieutenant John
Gordon Hecchcr, architect, and Edward Berge, sculptor, It will be a vast Phillip Sousu. This will be one of the
panorama, not only of American w,ar largest bands ever gathered together.
The War Savings Stamps campaign
activities, but of our allies as well,
and will cover over 200,000 square will benefit
directly from the exposifeet of floor space.
tion, as half of each admission fee
Parts of the exhibit have been will bo returned to the
purchaser in
shown in a few cities of the country,, I
ho form of a Thrift Stamp, thus makbut the exposition at San rrancisco
will bo the first time the collection ing it possible to visualize our war acof war trophies and war materials tivities and "buy an interest'' In the
has ever been shown in its entirety-Thgovernment at the same time.
credit tor securing the exhibit as
a part of the 1918 convention of tho
Associated Advertising Clubs of the WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
World Is due lo Ilewellen Pratt, vico
ARE AS GOOD AS GOLD
rpcsldent of tho Associated AdvertisF.
W.
of
Clubs,
ing
Kcllog- publisher
AND VERY CONVENIENT
tho Sun Francisco Call and M. If. Do
Young , publisher of tho San Francis-C- o (aesoiAL coass.eoND.NCS to h(irnihs
journal!
Chronicle, who made a special trip
Ainarillo, Tex., June 24. "The peoto Washington and New York and ple of tho United States have satisfied
and promptly every war decompleted arrangements fo tho expos- freely as
mand
they were presented," Bays
ition.
It. J. Parker, general manager of
One of the most Important features western lines of the Santa Fe railof the exhibit is the collection, of war way system. ilcn and women, young
trophies captured from tho Germans and old, have in this day of peril come
by our American troops. Part of thli forward patriotically to serve the naat homo and on the battlo front.
collection on exhibition in Washington tion
Billions of dollars nave been provided
D. C, in connection with tho showing
to finance tho war. The army,
of tho official American War
passing tho 2.000.01W mark,
Crusaders," but the entire Is pouring overseas to the battlefields.
In
short, what this nation has accomcollection will be shown for the first
place itself on an
time when the exposition opens in plished in a year to 1h
effoctive war basis,
marvelous.
San Francisco. Big guns and small
"And
zeal never lags. .The
jhis
unti-craguns,
guns, rifles and amis today
the impormunition of all sorts used by tho Ger- country
tance of thrift in learning
and lending
saving
mans ara among tho trophies; also to the government by purchasing War
the various kinds of hand grenades, Savings Stumps. Their sale is part of
to finance the war and
helmets and breast-plate- s
used by the the program citizen
an opportunity to
every
bochea, as well as a large number of gives
contribute according to ability.
cases
shell
and different artiempty
"These stamps deserve especial atcles of German equipment.
These tention as an Investment and as a
wholesome
lesson In thrift. This nad
evicaptured trophies are
dence of the active part our boys are tion has gloried in tho full dinner
pall without thought of saving In any
taking in (he fighting in France.
way. Today it has become necessary
The German exhibit, Including tho to husband our resources to finance
famous collection of war posters gath- the war and to help feed the allies and
countries. The savings
ered by Lieutenant Colonel Doughty many neutral
campaign now In progress in connec

Frami.

1

tni

picture-"Pershing'-

ft

first-han-

constipation, you have only to ask for
your money back.
Dodson's Liver Tone is a pleasant
remedy,
vegetable
tasting,
purely
harmless to both children and adults.
Take a spoonful at night and wake up
feeling fine; no biliousness, sick headache, acid stotmrvh or constipated
bowels. It doesn't gripe or cause inconvenience all the next day like violent calomel. Tnke a dose of calomel
today and tomorrow you will feel
weak, sick and nauseated. Don't lose
a day's work! Take Dodson's Liver
Tone Instead and feel fine, full of
vigor and ambition.
tion with the sale of stamps is. therefore, highly important and timely.
"The value of War Savings Stamps
as an investment needs to be emphasized. They are in fact the best investment the government has offered
so fur. Hold until maturity, January
1,
1923, the interest is 4 per cent
compounded quarterly. They are as
good as gold and alwavs worth fuU
value. They ure redeemable at any timo
ut any money ortler postoffice plus Interest on ten days written notice.
In fact. War Savings Stamps are government notes, due on demand without nny strings of red tape.
"These stamps are peculiarly convenient to the average investor. They
are safe and when registered at the
postoffice insured against loss. No ono
need hesitate, therefore to buy War
Savings Stamps freely and if posslblo
hold them till maturity, January 1,

11
OVI
117

1923.

'The small Investor has here the
e
chance to obtain
government
securities . He can lend his savings
None so poor but
to his government.
can save a quarter now and then and
lend to the L'nited States. The National War Savings day, Friday, Juno
28, should find War Savings Stamps
In every home In the land."
gilt-edg-

THINGS
Brides.
Bugs.

VK HAVE IX

JUNE.
1
1

:

Graduates.

1

Trout.
Picnics.

r..h

"'ho canncr and the cannon both
play Important parts in America's
war program.

MLS!

USE LEMONS
FOR SUNBURN, TAN

r.i'4

Try HI Make this lemon lotion
to whiten your tanned or
freokled

i.

akin.

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons
into a bottle containing three ounces
of Orchard White, shake well, and
you have a quarter pint of the best
freckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and
complexion whltener, at very, very
small cost.
Your grocer has tho lemons and
any drug store or, toilet counter will
supply three winces of Orchard
White for a few cents. Massage this
sweetly fragrant lotion into the face,
neck, aittis and hands and see how
quickly the freckles, sunburn, wind-bur- n
and tan disappear and how
clear, soft ad white the skin becomes. Yes! It is harmless.

ta

ltd.

out-M-
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Lend Your Money
As Freely As They Are
Giving Their Lives

,t

li

hot

'll't

JAPS TO CONTROL
CHINK
tV

MOffNINA

JOMSNAL

IRON

MINES

SPSCIML LBABS0

Shanghai, China, Juno

You don't have

WIB

'

Jap-ane-

.

.

National War Savings Committee

I

rr

'

This space contributed for
the Winning of the War by

WHEN CHILDREN CRY OUT

And are feverish and d.in't sleep well, are constipated and have sy mntoms of worms, mothers will
flod quick relief In Mother Gray' Hweet Powders
Children, the standard remedy for 10 year.
J hey are easy to giv and children like them.
1 hey cleanse the stomach.
t
gently on the
break up colds, lie, lev headactM and
teethinx disorders. We bare Ki.flmt testimonials.
Ask your druggist anil be sure to get Mother
Mray's sweet l'uwders for fhlldrtu, We,

lil't

On that day the nation will call upon you, not just your
neighbor but you to pledge yourself to the purchase
of a certain number of War Savings Stamps during 1918
Lend your money as freely as they are giving their lives.

It was announced that Sargent
would waive extradition and attend
the coroner's inquest at Hammond
'

1

JUNE 28
National War Savings Day

SARGENT FURNISHES
BOND; IS RELEASED
J. Sargent, egineer of tho trnnn
train of empty Pullman cars which
uraanen into tne Hagenbeck-Wallac- e
circus train neir Gary, Indiana, wan
released from custody this forenoon.
Sargent was arrested here Saturday
night. Ball was fixed at $3,000, which
was furnished.

"T

you don't have to die.

But
,
Your son does, or your brother who is now across the
way- - or the kid now in khaki to whom you used to give
pennies at short time ago.
That money you have laid away for "a rainy day"
wouldn't you give every nicklc of it to keep a Hun's knife
away from his throat?
Well, the Hun is here, and so is his knife and so is the
"rainy day" it's raining now, raining bombs and shrapnel upon our boys "over there."

-

tar uosnimc jousmti spicial lcaho
wish
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 24. Alon-s- o

,

'

24 (by the

Associated
Press). An
agreement
hag been virtually concluded between
the Chinese and Japanese governments, It has been learned by the
North China News, under which the
Iron minps at Feng Huan Khan will
be worked by the Chinese government
and steel will be manufactured by
the Chinese and Japanese. It is said.
that the Japaneso will provide
yen to defray the expense of
carrying out tho work.
Thls means, It Is said, that the
will virtually acquire control
of the entire output of the mine. At
present they are negotiating for the
right to participate In the working of
the property. Pending decision- the
final signing of agreement has been
delayed.

to-fight-
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when any other set of British states
men Is confronted with tho task of
fighting the war and governing Ireland they are likely to think twice. If
the government is challenged, It can
do as it has done before and invite
the opposition to take the job without
much risk of seeing the invitatin accepted.
--

Kasttrn ReprasentttlTO
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
Emit 12nd Street, New Tort
the
"at-Kntered es ecd-SMimattpostofflce of Albuquerque,-N- .
1C, under Aot
et congress or March 1. 187.
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New
Mextca tisued every day In the year.

by carrier or by mall, one month.. Wo
In advance
7.ss
NOTICE) TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscribers to the Journal when wrltlnf
to have their paper chanced to a new
must be sure to give the old address.
The Morning Journal has a higher circulation rating than Is accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." Tha American
Newspaper Directory.
Dally,

Yearly.

n
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MEMBER OF THB ASSOCIATED
Tha Associated Press If sxcluslTely
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
THE JORNAL talus ana
prints
Ixty hours and thirty minutes of
Associated Press leased wire
service each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico take
more than twenty-fou- r
hours of Associated- Prftfla Wrvlla "nnrln.
" - "Wl.L.
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GOOD ROADS

A

fitting conclusion of the very
te it.sting .sessions of lh0 Rational

lu-

As-

sociation of Heal Kstate Hoards in St
Louis Inst week was the resolution indorsing tho construction of a national
highway system immediately after the
the war. Iteal estate men know, hotter than anyone, the effect of improved highways in stabilizing and increasing property values.
In a larger sense, they know good
roads are necessary because they bring
communities closer together and expedite the movement of agricultural
products from farm to market. Within the past year, under the stress of
railroad congestion, automobile trucks
have gone a long way toward solving
the problem of short-hatransportation in many parts of the country.
That means good, roads.
Although the road argument would
seem
a recent bulletin
from the Missouri Highway department calls attention to a peculiar lack
of comprehension of Its possibilities in
certain quarters! The bullctn says it
is much easier to arouse interest In
road Improvement In tho Ozark section than in many of the rich prairie
counties of the stale. As evidence of
this Is cited the fact that 10 of the
12 counties
that have voted roa.6.
bonds are south of the Missouri river.
If the real estate men of counties
I
where a backward spirit Is shown,
would combine their energies for the
purpose of showing tho farmers that
good roads are not only an uplifting
as a
influence on tho community
whole, but that they add money value
to every acre of land, every bushel of
grain and every head of live stock on
the place, the aggregate of which in
any one year would be far In excess
of the cost of the roads, the opposition would soon ceaseNor is it necessary to wait until after the war or upon the National government. There are adequate road
laws, both natioanl and state, and
of tho government
high officials
have given assurance that road work
and financing will not be considered
inimical to the public Interest, so long
as they do not interfere with war
work and financing, hut quite the cont,

.

-

trary.
H

MXixr. Tin:

toxove.

German authorities have imposed a
fine upon Alsatian children who Insist
upon speaking the French language
and reriise to "study tho beautiful
German language.
The Alsatian children speak French
because their mothers and fathers are
French and because their ancestors
have spoken French, because they
And they refuse to
love French.
German
tho
language because
study
it is in that language that the foulest
blots that ever stained humanity and
civilization arc conceived, lauded and
executed.

'

The president's informal approval
of u plan now before congress to organize an army made up of the unwilling subjects of Austria-Hungar- y
and Germany now in the United
States will probably assure its adoption.
These people include Poles, Slavs,
Jugo-Slav- s
and their kindred, who,
though from enemy countries, have
not been classed as enemy aliens because they are really friends. They
are the descendants of conquered pco- plo who have never admitted that
their independence was rightfully tak
en from them. Out of the war they
hope to see their national rights restored, and they will fight to make
that hope a reality.
The reasons for helping them nro
evident. They will make good soldiers
and there are many thousands of them
in the country. Organized
Into an
army, they wly stand as the embodiment of a national hope all the way
from Toland to the, southern borders
of Austria,
and wherever the oppressed are to be found in those regions this army of Slavs will strengthen the allied cause. It will give them
the knowledge that their own people
aro fighting for their rights, and that
when the peace conference comes
their representatives can claim a voice
in the council of nations.
How far this influence may operate
to weaken Austria at homo It is im
possible to say, but It Is certain thtrt
the Austrian Censor will do his best to
keep the peopjr at home ignorant of
the recruiting of this army.,
The Austrian drive 13 turning out
very much like the one taken by tho
man who got into the carriage, but
forgot to untio the horse.

THE KAISER'S I'KAt'E TEKMS.
Oiie of the pacifist members of the
British parliament, in supporting a
resolution calling for peace by negoti
ation, said that there is no doubt a
for peace in Ger
many. Ho offerj.l that view to supb.v r.e- that
peace
contentif.i
his
poit
.;.tiiUion is possible.
' r.ere may be a passionate desire
de.-iirt-;

for'jeuce

In

Geri-an- y,

and it might

be that a settlement directly with men
reprisenting tho ssntiment of the German people could be mado on just
netiring. But no such peace can be neis
that
peace
because
any
gotiated,
gotiated must bo arranged with the
Kniffr, Tirpitz and Company.
It was only tho other day that a
a.-glimpse of the k'nd of peaco tney
beit
when
fitting, for was galnod to make, u
came known that fry tried
with Italy apart from the rest
or
Their idea of p?ace is
alliesa peace made with the allied nations,
one at a iin.e after they have beer
reduced to helplessness, and whit sol t
of perce it will be is amply illustrate"'
.
in
an open and
When the kaiser-make- s
to
all nations
of
peace
offer
explicit
ofarrayed against him and when the
fer indicates a willingness to accept
terms, peace negotiations can be
e

uurn
,t

Uu"-ria-

just

opened.

N. B. He will. make the offer after
he is whipped.

The German complaint about crimes
committed in Berlin is at least a move
It may lead
in the right direction.
forward to complaints about German
crimes in Belgium.
11EASONS

ENOUGH.

reader" asks for "somo
reasons why Thrift Stamps should bo
A woman

purchased"" so she may be "equipped
with telling arguments In making a
canvass in our club's
e
V. S 8. drive."
If there is ono thing easy to do it's
finding reasons for investing in Thrift
and War Savings Stamps.
To begin with, there are more than
HOO.uOO
reasons In khakl over In
Franco.
There arc millions of equally good
reasons In training at cantonments In
house-to-hous-

tho U. S. A.
There aro hundreds of thousands of
reasons in blue and white on battleAt the time the British government
and other war craft
announced Ha plan for conscription In ships, destroyers
ocean lanes clean of
sweeping
Ireland together with early consideration of a home-rul- e
bill, the opinion
There are thousands of reasodns
that home rule should come first was
through the air. They are the
flying
widely held in this country. Conscrip- aces which will play the deuce with
of
consent
without
the
tion in Ireland,
Hun aerial forces-Therthe Irish, was deemed Impossible, and
are as many reasons as there
Irish consent was believed to depend are stars on service flags In the milupon the gratification of Irish aspir.. .
lion of American homes.,
v
ations for
Than these the mind cannot think
In
tho
debate
the
Judging from
of more potent reasons for investing
house of lords, and particularly from In War
which is
Savings Stamps,
what Karl fcruzon said, the governmore or less than backing
nothing
that
conclusion
ment has come to the
without Bavlngs our sons who fight
it cannot enforce conscription, and our battles for our
safety and Indethat it shoujfl not go forward with pendence.
home rule wjien a part of Ireland is
Any one of those boys Is reason
ready to shake hands with the kaiser enough for any American acquiring
and the rest Is hopelessly divided over the Thrift Stamp habit, ..
the question of how Ireland should be

AxoTiu;it r.viriKK.

.

governed.
Undoubtedly

STOPPED!

s
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the government, has
registered a failure In the whole matter. In ordinary times It would be
enough to bring In a new set of men,
but there Is one source of strength
that has helped the government out
of other dilemmas, and may suffice
gain. There bay been a, failure, but

The Americans are now holding 38
miles of front and are considered of
enough importance to have one whole
paragraph of .the official . Carman,
communique (containing a big lie) devoted to them.

YOUR INTERESTS-Bank can come to
THE nearer this
kind of a bank

inyour
dispensable and helpful to you in the
highest degree the nearer it approaches the ideals of its, manage-

ment.

The Citizens

has a good kick in
her, despite the battering; she has bad.

Bank of Albuquerque

"The
Bank of Personal Service"
'
N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,
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War Savings Stamps

,

Buy Them Often

years of ago, who had to submit to forced to submit to being outraged by
the German officers aftor serving the German soldiers..
v
"Mrs. De Broon also tqld mo that
them their dinner- This was told to
me by tho girls themselves.
I know her husband came to hersslstance
shortly after this one of these two and then the soldiers shot him
girls became insane and tha other through the head, the ball passing
committed suicide.
through both cheeks and a sheet iron
"I saw five young boys shot by the stove.
"I was stopping at a small house
German soldiers while out riding on
with my mother, sister and children
their bicycles.
"I knew a young married couple and, a German officer came in and
that had retired for the night, when demanded that I submit to his wishes.
five soldiers forced the door of the Ho forced me Into a small room, but
room and forced the woman to sub- I fought with him and gof away. All
mit to them, while others stood guard this happened in the town of Lende-led- e
in Belgiumwith a revolver.
over her husband
"I left Belgium on Jan. 8, 1U15, to
This was told me by the woman hercome back to America.
When I
self.
"At the depot at Vlaanderen I saw came to leave Belgium, before they
an English soldier wounded that had would give mo my passports. I had
no hat or shoes or socks and it was to swear I would not tell uny of tho
cold and he complained because he things, either to the French or tho
suffered with the cold, and I found English, nor divulge anything I had
an old blanket and covered him and seen or knew to have happened in
then the soldier on guard knocked me Belgium.
"I traveled on foot with my two
down for doing it.
"I saw German soldiers have in littlo children from Londelede, and
their possession tho cut-of- f
fingers of when I got to my destination our
women and children with rings on shoes were worn from off our feet."
them.
"I saw French airplane shot down BRITISH TRANSPORT
and the aviator wounded, and then
I saw the wounded aviator thrown InSUNK BY SUBMARINE
to a hole by the German soldiers and
buried- alivq.
I could hardly stand (MV MOSNINS JOUMNAt SPCCIAL J.BASKD WINK!
British
the sight
New oik. June 24. The
"I saw German aviators fly over our transport Dwinsk, formerly a Russian
tho
poor villago and drop bombs on
steamer 8.173 tons, Is reported in mapeople. Under penalty of death we rine circles to have been sunk by a
were then forced b.v the German sol- German submarine. She is believed
diers to say It was done by the Eng- to have been bound for the United
-

some male starts wtih a handicap at
the very cradle- Women of all ages
insist on cooing over him and talking
baby talk to him and chucking him
under the chin and kissing him especially kissing him and. since ho is
not of an age to appreciate these attentions the whole procedure must annoy him fearfully, should his beauty
last Into his bohood, the chances are
that ho has the' sort of mother who
will make him wear his hair long and
force him to go about publicly in a
broad lace collar and, a black velvet
suit with a sash about his waist, and
that means pother boys will call him
by offensively
apt nicknames, and
generally make his young life a burden to him. .Most woeful of it all, if
Hi ill. hi.s
beauty slicks to him after he
has arrived at man's estate, only a determined and
persistent struggle
against the nilds of destiny and of circumstance can save him from drifting
Into tho ranks of the matinee idols,
the moving picture stars and the floor
walkers in the department stores."

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
AMEIIK.V

WILL NEVER YIELD.
(American Review of Reviews.)
Another springtime has come and
gone in our north temperate zone and
tho world-wa- r
enters a period of summer fighting that will soon have
brought us to the beginning ot the
war's fifth year. It is the general
opinion that the military situation is
near its critical climax. Events have
so shaped themselves that both sides
see a possibility
of terminating the
conflict
through victory upon tho
West Front. The Germans have been
doing everything in their power to
strengthen their forces for further attacks upon tho allied line In Franco.
Their aim is to break through to tho
Channel ports, and to shatter the
British front, while rolling back tho
French armies and occupying Paris
Out of victories thus gained they hope
i
to evolve an early peace. They are
FIRST IMPRESSION'S
staking all their fortunes on this sum- (A French officer in the l'aris Tomps)
mer's offensive. They have 'in mind
Infinitely Interesting Is our contact
with the American troops. They have
a league of nations, with a
and harmonious Europe under Ger- occupied the sector immediately b- many's leadership and under her fully sido ours We have seen them' at work
Even If and could form an Idea, and it should
domination.
acknowledged
Germany should conquer such a peaco be told and retold that they' aro marvelous. Tho Americans aro soldiers
In Europe (which wo deem impossible) the United States wouhl not ad- by nature, and their officers have the
mit defeat. This country Would be desiro to learn with un enthusiasm
able to defend itself against Germany and an Idealistic ardor very remnrkii-b!e- .
There Is the same spirit among
no matter to what extent the Teutonic
the privates. They absolutely astonempire mightbecome aggrandized.
Furthermore, assuming a reasona- ished us on a morning of attack. The
ble degree of preparation for
cannonading, suddenly becoming furin South America the T'nited ious, hud just thrown me out of my
with Canada's partnership bunk. No doubt about it, it WAS o
Stales
could protect the entire western hem- Verdun attack. Taking time to seir.el
hm!
isphere from any form of German ag- my revolver, put on my helmet, desAll competent strategists gather up several documents, I
gression.
understand that in aiding the Euro- cended to the streets. Whqn I irrived
pean allies on a largo scale to meet Ihero they were already filing bv with
In
Germany In Europe, we are undertak- rapid, easy, decided steps, marching
resoluing what in every aspect Is a much perfect silence with admirable
more difficult task than would be. tion, and above all wilh striking disours if we were fighting Germany un- cipline, to their fighting positions. It
aided and alone. The European war was fine. Ton can have no Idea how
has assumed a form that Is relatively eh-- . ling it was to my Pollus.
advantageous for Germany, and that
puts us at the disadvantage of imTALL MEN" I.V OLIVE DRAB,
mense distances.
It Is because they
American Review's War Weekly.)
In
and
France,
fully understand this
The editor of the New York Tribune
because all the more, thoughtful and
tells
this In his most precious column:
uncandid minds of Great Britain also
we sat In a refreshment
Recently
so
derstand it, that they appreciate
station conversing
a
room
railroad
of
deeply the willingness of the Ameri- casually with a foreign officer- Sudcan people not merely to carry on a
denly tall men in olive drab began to
war against Germany by reason of
come in by groups to wash up. They
the
thorn
to
in
aid
but
grievances,
were on their way. Tho officer, though
cirwar
that
of
the
aspects
particular
go on talking, couldn't keep
cumstances have now rendered most he tried tooff
his eyes
the men, and his rewe
taken
action
have
The
exigentt
more and
became
sponses
a
of
nations
makes the league
present
to crowd in.
continued
as
they
a
future
aspirareality rather than
"My God!" he exclaimed, "where
tion. We have espoused a great cause,
on
tho war do they coma from?"
and we are not carrying
Then we looked at them. Not one
for our own national needs.
seemed less than six feet tall. Titty
were a
hard, big fisted,, ciag
TO A I'AIi GOING "OVER THERE" faced lotthin,
of men, the color of' new
Goodbye, oV scout, behavo ycrself!
bronze, each with two deep lines
An' when yet git to France
around the mouth, gentle with each
Jest shoot up Kaiser Bill fer me,
other, speaking coftly, but certainly
An' make Von Hindy dance!
the most formidable Gorman killers
you could find in all the world. We
Keep smilin', but keep flghtin',
dhouM not havo noticed them particTh' best of fighters grin!
ularly but for the officer's dazed aponce
when
you
An' don't stop, pal,
preciation.
start,
"They are probably from
Berlin!
This side of old
in tht mountains, we said, at
,

f

;

GERMAN KULTUR.

(Chicago Herald.)
n
Tho
Patriotic
Association of Iowa, affiliated with
tho state council of defense, has Issued an affidavit sworn to by Mrs.
Florence C'laerhout, a Belgian refugee,
setting forth her experience with the
Huns The affidavit follows:
"I, Florence Claerhout, being first
duly sworn on my oi'.th, depose and
German-America-

Bay:

"''hat

my name is Florence

Claer-hou- t.

I am the wife of Kinil Claer-hou- t.
1 was born in Lemlclede In tho
province of West Vlaanderln in Belgium on Dec. 12, 1S81.
narno was Florence
"Aly maiden
Verschaete. I came to America about

three years before the war broke out
in 1914.
I now reside on a farm in
Buffalo township, Scott county, Iowa.
"In August, 1!H4, I visited my old
home at Ixmdclede, Belgium, in the
province of Wrcst Vlaanderen, having
lish and French.
gone there In order to bring my childStates.
"Mrs. Peter de Broon and Lillian
ren, mother and sister back here to
were
me
told
that
they
America. I left America for Belgium VVIneberry
Journal Want Ads bring results.
on the iilst day of May, 1914-

"On Aug. 4, 1914, 1 saw the German
soldiers invade Belgium. I saw them
kill and imprison the male citizens
of Lendelodo. I saw tho German soldiers rob tho people of my village and
burn their houses and cut the fingers
from the women and children for the
rings on them.
"Two young boys were imprisoned
In a house, which was then burned.
"I saw children around Leaviethat
had their hands cut off by tho German soldiers. I saw a woman carrying two buckets of water, and saw
a soldier pass her and draw his sword
and cut off her right hand. ....
"I saw the priest of a Catholic
church plead with the soldiers to
spare the lives, of the women, and
children, and saw one of the soldiers
draw his saber and cut off the priest's
head.
"I "know two young girls, IS and 0

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
TO THE JOURNAL

Tob acco Fund
How Oui; Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

1!

going the rounds, wtm editorial comment like this, from the Commerce
(Ga.) News: "
"Facts like that give the liquor
headquarters and the fellow who said
wouldn't
prohibition
prohibit, cold
feet."
While the udvertiscd
sale. of u
"brand new jail," under the new conditions, might lie considered a folly
of faith in expecting too much, all at
once, ''of a good thing," it serves to illustrate the feeling of the people, and
their confidence in future good results
to the community.
And it isn't the first instance of
"dry town" authorities putting a useless jail up at auction.
.
In pretty much all territory where
liquor has been banned by prohibition laws, the people realize that ihey
will have to contend with the "tiger,"
but the battle proper has been won,
and there is only outside sk'rmlshln?
to round up the lawless element. .
And where the law takes hold In
earnest, and gives the violators .the
limit ot sentence, just so surely will
the "tiger" 'be tamed, and put out cf
business altogether.
,
With more jails to tho "cra.j'p.lo.
.
ant.
we II be getting pretty close to th m'N
An' don't ferglt, ol' timer.
Tho officer gave us a strange look-- lenluml But there is no doubt that,
them
took
wo
That tho' some of us stay home,
and
men
as
Such
these,
under widely, prohibitive laws, thoi
We'll back you to th' limit
so much for granted that we couldn't will bo more room than will be
If it takes our very last bone!
from!
tell where they came
In pr.'s'a pens throughout the c.un-tiRalph h. Crosman.
Yet there they were, clean, strong
.;
t ...
the
from
straight',
and wholesome,
Callh of one town in a brighlei
The
HOME"EVERY MAX SHOULD BR
mountains, no doubt, for all the future, from a moral and commercial
LY" I R VI X COBB.
world like their grandfathers from lan:!pc!nt, with whisky to the J'j.'ori
..Irvin S. Cobb, tho great humorist, the white and the green who followed Is based on the experience ot others.
says in the July American Magazine
Baldy Smith to glory years and years
And Ihore is nothlry 'ike folly" In
In writing about the advantages of beago. '
....
th.v. faith.
ing homely:
to
whatsoever
SAIjE.
JAILS FOR
"I have no objection
A WATt SOXO.
children being beautiful, or to young
.
(Atlanta Constitution.)
Britannia still ru)es the waves.
of
women
to
"The next day after Bristol, Tenn., And may,. f?r all we're caring. ,
girls being beautiful, or
I
But
went dry tho city officials offered the But Germany, she waives the, rules.
whatever age being beautiful.
do insist that for a man not to be new Jail for sale."
And starts he whole .world swearing.
The hand
' '
That significant; paragraph has been
homely Is Ills misfortune.
Farm Life.
i

By special arrangement The Journul guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to France.
The packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
return
patrlotlo packages. In every pick age we put
card
with your name, and address so that you will get word postal
back from
the battlefields front as many soldiers as you subscribe 26 ssnt
'

pieces.

out-ow-

-

more-absen-
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TOBACCO
,

"

IS MIGHTY. SCARCE

Near tho Trenches.

FROM IRVIN COBB'S "PAtHS OF GLORY"
'
- s
"As I recall now, we had come through th tats of ha school
house to vhere the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which ire already knew full well.
""You get It, I see.' said the German officer, who stood along-- ;
side of me. i 'It comes from three miles off. but you can get It flvs
miles when the wind la strong' and h waved hie left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder In Laon.
- "AH the tobacco which can be
spared is sent to the men in the
Cront trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they

j

-

can stand that."

.

''--

'

f

No Matter How Small the Amount

'

'

Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco In
quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today la None Too Boon great
and make It generous
.
Bring It, or mall it. to The Journal Offloe.
1

.
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Our aim is to render you a definite personal
service in exchange for the business you give us
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FOR SALE

TODAYS
GAJOOONEr

MARKET SPURRED
TO ACTIVITY BY

$2,000.

room

4

FOR SALE

)ire

frame,

2
modern,
completely furZ
fur
families,
per month; 3rd

FOR SALE One of the best built,
test located, most convenient and
b.iieal.'-vsfiV" io-:in tlttr
$2,600.
frame, bath etc.,
modern bungalow, close In lowlands. Price and terms upon
Bleeping porch, tine simile trees, ce- lowlands, hardwood floors, fireplace,
ment block garage, good barn; com- 2 porches,
t,
lot. Owner is
town and must cii at once.leaving
pletely furnished; 4th. ward.
The
& CO.
$2,300.
is
right'. See
shingle bungalow, price
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
THIRD AND GOLD.
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
sleeping porcireit,
nished, suitable
rents for 3u.uo
ward.

TrTl

,

50-f-

TiMTOM

EUROPEAN MEWS

h.

t

$2, BOO.

Retreat in Italy and
Favorable
Situation
on
Western Front Stimulates
Dealings on Stock 'Change,

Austrian
;'

T

r...L

MORNING JOURNAL

LIASIO

lot 75x142, cement walks,
$1,700
brick, city water, Inside toilet,, electric Ughta, new
floors, newly papered and painted;
near shops; easy terms."

c'kok
1VS

vWVON."TT,
--

rtT

A

whole

Dear

Call

money

Firm.

ner cent:
S9 Per cent: offered at
'lust loan, 4 per cent.
low.

3

High.

4

ploMiiiu

.:

Great Northern Ore
Great Northern pfd

Inspiration Copper.

.

Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs..
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican! Petroleum ,

Copper

Mjaml,

63

.

ner rent:

4

.116

.

.

..

98
68

. .

31
C4

..

Missouri Pacific
Montana Power . ,'4
New York Central

Northern ,Paciflc
Pennsylvania .
liay C.p')oV'lated Copper

..
..
..
..
..

30

LOST.
LOST

-

HELP W ANTED.
Male.
A.VTKLl

CHICAGO PI1011'CE.
Chicago, Jufie 24. Butter Market
Creamery, 37lf43c.
Eggs Market higher. Recelnts 20.- 549 .cases.
Firsts, 33 iv 34 Vic; ordi
nary firsts, 2ifd.32e. at mark, cases
Included, 29 33c.
Potatoes Market unsettled. Old
receipts 20 cars; Wisconsin, Michigan
and Minnesota sacked, $ 1 4 0 U 1.45;
same bulk, $1.10a 1.20. New receipts
5 curs; Louisiana and Texas sacked
$2.40ff 2.60;
Arkansas,
Triumphs,
same, $2.50(2.60;
Louisiana white,
$1.75 ffi) 2.25; Virginia barrels, $4.75

steady.

.

5.00.

Poultry

24
91

Alive, higher. Fowls, 25c;
MARKETS.

Sheep--Recelp-

,

.........

-

;

"

v

HoCs-KeCel- nts

porter hi tirlinidiaw'e.
WANTED A milker; ilib. farm hand. Ap'
Beaemek'a
piy
Dairy, J02 North Fourth.
WANTED Night cook, must
understand
pastry, experienced. Apply Mecca eafe.
WANTED Woman cook,
carpenters and
laborers. Employment Agency, 110 South
Third. Phone 864.
..ANTED A middle ned man with :'DU
to manage a profitable business, good
A'ddress No. ', Journal.
WANTED Competent stenographer.
Practical knowledge of bookkeeping very essential. Salary tlou. licrnallllu Morcantlle Com.
pany, Bernalillo. N. M.
., A.STKU
Man ami wife for "ge nerai TanTTT
work five miles north of town, (lood wages
to right parties. Write to Mis. J. L. Huli
Hox G47. Phone Hlx-W- .
WANTED A middle aged man to work
around ranch and cook for two men.
Hteady work and good wages with board and
room. Address, Box 7, I.upton. Aria.
v K it N m kntnT; e ds o7u6uci7ei t K
Sat
Examinations ' everywhere
Washington.
July 7,- -' Experience unnecessary. Men and
women 'leslrlng government positions write
for free particulars
to J. O. Leonard,
(former civil service examiner.) 1031 Kencna

lc

,

'

r.-

'

Closing prices:
Corn July, $1.43; Aug.. $1.4.
Oats July, 71c; Aug., 67e.,"
pork July, $42.60; 8ept., $42.90.
Jird July, $25.15; Sept., $25.37,
Ribs July, $42.93; Sepf., $23.40.
".

NEW YORK METAti.
'
New York, JuneT 24. Mercantile
paper, four and six months, 6 per
per
cent; sterling 60 day. bills, 4.72
cent; commercial .60. day bills on
banks', 4.72 per cent; commercial 60
per cent; demand.
dav bills, 4.71
4.74
per" cent;' cables, 4.78
per cent.
.v.
'Bar silver 99 c.
'
Mexican dollars, 77c.
Government bonds. Irregular.
:
Railroad bonds, firm.- - '
Sixty days.
Time loans Steady.
8
6
per cent; 90 days, 6
6 per cenf
jer: cent; li months,
t-- H

,

.

5.

A

kitchen. 722 Houth Third.
WANTED American girl for general housework. Apply 3CK! West Komi.
WA.VTHIi-Hookkeepr-r.
Western Mortgage
,
Co., New Occidental Wdg.
WANTED A housekeeper; no washing Ap- v AOS Souilr Arno. Phone 2:100.
,y ANTED- - laidy for help in' tiouae
small
family. Apply 318 West Haieldlne.
WOMAN
For general housework; ho cook.
m. jvoorees mu ez, Albuquerque.
ANTED Olti or middle aged woman for
general housework. Call at 80S Booth Wal- -

AN1ED Olrl for general house ork; no
washing. Apply Mrs. Sol Waaler, lloi
'est Ttlerae. Phone J07.
TELEORAPHT, Stenography, Bookkeeping.
Board, room and tuition may be earned
Mnckay Business Colleges, Los Angeles and
Fresno.'

construction
proposal
of sewerfor;
systkm. watrb
AND DISTRinilTTK'n

svft.

TEM.; Department of the Interior,
Office of Indian Affairs, Washington,
. v.
june iz,' i to 8. sealed proposals
ptainiy marKea On tne outside of th
sealed envelope, "Proposals for sewer
system, water supply and distributing
system at the Toadlene Schodl under
6.10.
n.euu.
.niarKei tne jurisdiction of the San Juan
Sheep 'Receipts
scnool, Shiprock, New Mexico" and
25c to 50c lower.
Lambs, $17.25) addressed
to the "Commissioner, ot
18.00; ewes, $!?.0012.'60,
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C",
will
be
received
at the Indian Office
xkw york ayrrox.
New York, June 24. Cotton futures until two o'clock P. M. of July 18
1918,
for
materials and
furnishing
closed steady.
July, $26.47; Oct., labor for the construction
of a sewer
$24.31; Jn., f2.l;
$24.70; Dec.
system, water supply and distributing;
March. $24.19!
system. In strict accordance with the
plans, specifications and instructions
C.ood IJntment for Ijamcncss.
Lini to bidders, which may be examined
t have found Chamberlain's
ment n aDlendid remedy for lameness. at the Office of the paper or periodithis advertisement apsoreness of the muscles and rheumatic cal In which
writes Mrs. J. w. waiiace, pears, the United States Indian Warepains,",
Macon1.' Mo. Mrs. Wallace says fur house at Chicago, Illinois; 'BL Louis,
Missouri; Ban- Francisco, California;
ther that' "it is the beat liniment we and
the Builder's Exchange, St. Paul,
hdve ever had In the house." .
Minnesota, and at office of the Superintendent of the San Juan' School.
New Mexico. For: further
oulrial Want Ads Pay Because Shiprock,
information apply to the Superintendof
San Juan School. Cato
the
ent
Beads, the. Journal.
-

Everybody

jBclls, Commissioner.

ooWmrr"

t

(tliANDK H Of Ki7"M corns and apart"
nirnlH, r,t West Central.
Mr.
'Vfst. Propritri'ss.
IMPtltlAU I'.OOMS
Nrru
South.
clean roin7
rates by day or week; over Woolworth
t''OK KISNT Unti furnlHhfd tHur-in.i31!i
linus
West C'entrnl.
Klinth SfVenth. Apply ut
14' Wpat
"ult KENT
Reasonable, a large furnished
Oold. Also four-roounlurnished house at
room,
siiilnlilo for one or nv,.- i,..h... ,.r.
ill (foulh Seventh.
ferred. 315 NorthJ'ifth.
FOR iFKNT
Three front rooms and Luge
Higlitanosj.
i
front porch, furnished for
fc'UK
Dealfamo
KENT
rooir. toodern Modern r.21 North Thirteenth. housekeeping.
furnished cottage. Phone 213H-JUK it BNT Nice clean sleepfng-ro- om
anT
1'OIt RR.NT Four-rnofurnished bungalow
light houBckceplhz apartments. The Amerli glassed-iican HotelrillL'
porches. 1123 South Arno.
West Central.
FOR. RENT Furnished
two.room cottage
. oii I( EN T T ai ge n cci y7u nil shett
fnmi
with sleeping porch. 1022 Beuth Walter.
riK.ms, well ventilated, all Improvemcnls,
FOK RENT Four-roohouse "two glansi d terms reasonable. Call mornings 602 Kent.
in porches. Water paid. 1 14. Phone li'JJ-J- .
FOR RENT Two nice roomsT furnished";
FOR RENT Three-roolight housekeeping or bedroom; board near
furnished cottaga.
CIT
.
by; good home rooking; reasonable. No sick,
ZiH-JBouth
Inquire
Broadway. Phone
no children. f,ot West Fruit. Phone. 1H44-RENT rn Iiighlands7"dairdflve-rooni- 7
furnished house, $4u per month. Phone FOR RENT Nicely furniined outside rcome
by the week or month; also furnished room
s.
for
housekeeping. Elmi Hotel, comer
FOK KENT Three-roon- i
brick; nicely fur- Firstlight
and TIJeras.
nisher".; glass sleeping porch: 115; water
pnld, la"0 South Edith. Phone f77.
Boutti.
EOK JtENT Kurnisiled
coltHgei
modorn, FOR ItliNT Furnlsheii loom; separate en- Kltissed
porches: University car lines.
trance, fil.t West Coal.
Phone 381, mornings. K.l!4 East (Vnlral.
FOR RKNT Furnished roorast 414 Weet SilTTTree room modern bungalow.'
0T1 TIENI
no sick, no children.
ver;
Completely furnished; two porches; dcslr-abl- ' e FOR HKNT
Nicely furmsnco. rooni.AVsica7
nelghhorhwid. ('all 119 South Cedar.
First class board. 703 West Sliver.
Foil KENT Mouorn nine-rooIioubo with
FO R li B N T Nl celjH f urn Ishtd front bcTf
sleeping porches. 1(1. al location for roomclose In. Phone 1430-J- .
lot Bouth
ing and boarding house. .Hit South Edith. Fifth.
Phone 6:12.
HUNT
FOR
furiil-li.- il
Two
rooms
Ft'iR It 12 NT Four-riHif,,r
stuccoed bungalow,
Irousekecplng; also sleeping rooms. No sick
modern; garage. One block soulh Univers417 Wesl Silver.
110
ity from end of car line.
South Vale.
Phono ir'iH-.f- .
I'Olt RKNT Nicely furnished front room
with lunre sleeping porch, suitable for two.
General.
609 West Cold.
FOR RUNT Klght room
modern house, FOK RICNT Three fuinlshed housekeeping
rooms, sleeping porch, Imiti, gas, 817. R
hest, gas and garage, phone 013.
rooms. McClugtinn, 210 West Mold. Phone 007.
OK KENT- - Modern house
Rnme' furnished. ' W. II; McMJlllon, 200 FOR RKNT Largo rurnlshed room, with
West Go.
or without light housekeeping facilities,
well people, hath. Phone, 416 West Oold.

'

Selling Coal Oil Stoves and

nut.

1'Uli

HA1.K

lialtu loiniloio, tluap.
is South Seronil.
l.llnkiOon.
h;tK MALI';- - lirrice "fiiriiiiiifi'.
S
'.'i'ni-nd and UuM.
M.l')
and w hii.u rhen y"plnntH.
Hit rent
a iloxen. I'Iioiiil'tti;K:t.
VVAN'TJ'Ml
.I.aoe
washed and
r
.tf.o
pair. Phunp lloli.

-

rc ln K'"id"rndlT
.nit
lion, now lltt-H- .
Jitij Went Miil'iut'llw.
'it MA i.i'.' -- IVerlnB u iii'iil blndi-r- " for
Im
A. Hublad Oo..
priii'tlially new.
'i.oio L'toK-K1'int H A , K l lil Id's to d, viii'iiuin swoepor
and mandolin. All saidiiily ulid in K
'
'omlliiori.
Phone L'OiU.
SA I.K-

Man

ness these days.
Come In and see us.
409.

HAI.K--- I
.i'i home and bumty. twn iiih
of luo ne.ss, ,ini. heavy; ono cari, two Ihik-gpolos, one heavy; one fcanliury ooiioh and
pad. ;'.::o N'U'lh Second.
a
ROOF
INI
JOo per gallon.
Roofs untwr our catr will
Improve from year to year. We can put on
a new roof that will last as Ions as the
building. The Manzuno Co. Phone Uot-U0 Soulh. Walnut.
iiHIM carbon roof parr.t and root cement
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoe

ready paint, floor paint, Valspsr, Jap-a-lacold water kalsomlne. end be satisfied.
Tool. F. Keleher, 408 W. Central. Phone 410.
FOR BAt.B
Centrifugal pump end
motor. With pressure control. ApWeinman, oaro Economist,

WANTED
A.Vi

lD

I'

Miscellaneous.

11 of Jul.i
uunii
lessons. l.ady tea'licr.

teen

talfc Spanish
North Second.
WANTED Violinist and University graduate anil teacher, wishes to exchange for
StmnlHlr lessons. M. Journal.
Ftllt SA I.E BealltllUi
eeet peas.
long stemmetl. fragrant, assorted colore
7&c per hundred.
Order In advance. Rio
llrande tndustrlnl Rclrool, phono 240-r:!- .
li mi ie sT OA s r p hi c e pa id"
"jiiNk
BY TUB HOUTHWCSTEKN JIINK CO.,
114 WEST LRAD. VHONB
1. WD ALSO
HI'T OLD AUTOS.
HAVE your muttreSs
renovated.
Hpeolal
summer rates. June only. Hi up. Albu- Ituttress Co.. 10U Bouth Second,

for

fuerque471.

WOMEN
cam St. 00 to 2l).00
MKN.A.N'D
each .veek addressing envelopes during
10c
send
for
time
spare
particulars. Box 4 Id,

Pa.

Pittsburgh,

Real Estate.

FOR RENT

acres of good irciKiLted
siucco house; ten
land, with four-rooto
minutes walk
shops. Cood tenants desired.
mho Mouth Williams. Call afler 5 p; m. ,
Ml. RENT

Two

CHIROPODIST.
mv'd

uCt(-without pain. No dnreju-nHttntonB irtatd. Iiwrowlns tiiilU
cxuniiiM-freo.
ntlnfn't1on
oureil, Vour
me. r, R.
Kuarftnue'P(aJl ar(J Wetit
309
Vhtae
OvorlanU jl tt

ft

f'h,

C94.

HAlJi; Lot on North High 100 feet
from Onlrsl Ave. essf froyit, P.hone 1611-- J
FuK SALK Hlx acres of cultivated land
house, i miles north bf town.
and
Cash price ISoO.OO. Os terms JsiO.On. Phone
tRsS-W.'

PASTURAGE.
FOR RENT Pasture wttn water In elty
in. Advance.
limits, $1.50 pen roonto
'
Phone 217S-2 per
of
SEVENTY acrea
pasture,
Dolde's Ranch. 4 miles eout)
town. ' Phone

iet

FOR

RNT---Offi-

Room-

ce

-

or eng7iSu
FiV'ElJiceeiilIe"
,
over Woolworth's store

,
upstairs,
FOK RENT Downstairs office room, fine
location, next tu Postofflce". Ill fcjouth
'
Fourth.
office
FOR RENT 2 front connecting
rooms over Golden Rule Store. Inquire

Rmim

29.

WANTED
ANTED
houiw.
.Tournfll.

Five

Must

la

Dwellings.

ur
modern. Artlr
''

fHrtliflfiTu
Box 38,
'

DRESSMAKING.
Will
PREBKMA1NO
404, Mrs. Holier.

'

hone

Journal wants bring results.

ft;

A'I'TOKNKVS

JOHN W. WIIJSON
. . Attorney
Rooms IS. 17 and Is.
Cromwell
Phone 1171
KUIIKV

4k

ull4Un

BODKY

Attorneys al Law
Eulte t. Ie Library HulMlne
1IKNTIHTI4
UK.

t.

i

feudal Nnrcikta

Barnett Hullding

Aoome

Made b

Anpulntaienls
II. K COl'P

Wall

'

, .

Dentist

Roonx

5

I'llVKIClANS

Mellnt

Building

Hi

At gl tMJKONe

rR.

MAROARKT O. CARTWRIUHT
Practice Limited to Womea's mm4 CklU
dm'i niusiuM
UM B. Central phone 171, Albuquerene.
I. M

TIJ.fi
l)R.Pructlce

:

BAKPN

limited to Fre, Bar,

Noee

eas

THROAT
Office Roure: 10 to II; I to I
fltate National Bank Building
lK. SARAH COKF.lt
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Rooms 1 and , Wright BUf.
Fourth and Oold.
Tfouia 3 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Residence Phone 2075.
Office 'Phase Ml

WANTEDBoarders.

:tirw?vv
oXrToTlnTc"
"oklng. Private fnmllv.
West Fruit.
42J

I'Oll feAI.U One fine turkey gobbler hiii!
six Huff Orpington laying hens. 114 South
Arno.
"neos. 11, Ht in stat"
Fk! A,'F'-- H' ("'
.'

S,.n. - Rllll CHICKS,

Vorih High.
1'OH

tiAI.K

""u'o

1'.

Pkisu rel

I

.

J

lUiy.

!K

Knilre flock IMitvi...
1. iteui, Hrl. u. B.
Thomas,

e,sc iiaseldlne.
PIANO TUNING and repnlrlng. All work
'Irst.rlase. J. H. FOR SALE- -.
strictly
guaranteed
C
Mualo
wit'.l
Co.,
Ill
Edwards,
Albuqueniue
htchln
17SC.
Bos 111. Pnon.
West Centre!. Phone 771.
Gentry's Poultry Ranch.
ud hoys'
uien'e
WANTED Hecond-an- d
iAUV
CIJK'KH
fhoroughhred ila
cUUhes, ahoee and underwear. Aleo trtinke
cents. Mi's Kt..
and cult cases. Call (19. CM c ago Seoond-han- d
lUlor, Ilil., IjO' In street. Topeka, Knn
117
South First
store,
FOR SALE "Layer a"ndayer" White Leg."
WANTKD-M.o- uo
horn baby chicks. Ill for 100; 19 60 for lo
bugs. Pay from Ho to Ic
each. , too tone ecrep Iron. Pay from
to o
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Louie 107, city; Phone 1777.
Junk Co.. 405 South First street. Phone 172.
kodak fliulilng by masWANTKD Cort-ruFOR RENT Apartments.
Twice dally service.
ter photographers.
Send
Remember, sallxfactlon Kuaritrti'i'd.
ua lU'tta-rtma ....
mente and sleeping tH,m:
your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
Highland
Ilsnna s Hininn. master pliotonraphers.
T Furnished
housekeeping apartJ
With Board. FOIt R kx
For
' A"""J'""''U
Hotel, lit
Norllt
XxjiJTiiU: f - Uoom, Willi slei'l'ing pori h ami flemmd
410 F.ast Cenlral.
boiii'il.
tiK ItfcNT-Furnis- hed
IniueWteTiTcg- ""il
HitjTr'ciaBs board and a:"p7ng foron with
rx,"m"' m'w "'"lern building; no
room at summer rates, 13s. 134 doutb AtD'h
jrjMii North Seventh.
.
FOIl RENT Three or four r
Phone 1618-,
, ,
.,..'",
apnrlnients. modem; tho zoo block South
WAN'i'KD
Young male dog not h ss than
Inquire
hotel
Savoy
3 months
'Jm
old. Must be intelligent;
office.
(.rod
H SN 1
home. Pln.ne 14711-N"mm""dern apartment
nearly new large sleeping porch.
ComFOR RENT Sleeping porch and "furnished
pletely furnished. 112?
i:i.t i..r..- - ....
room; table board, Mr. Abbett, 201 North Ask
for Mr.. Wehklng.
Walnut, phone 810.
fii ft wa rhTnqton, r"io"o2:ioibwecV.r:'
nigriranOs.
ROOMS with or without board. Large airy
tral.
The finest modern r.mii.
FOR R BNT Furnished rooms.
HI Sooth
rooms, good board. Hut and cold water. ment house In he state.
For well people
802.
Walter, phone
904 South Third. Phone 10M.
Phont
202?.
only.
furnished
FOR R ENT Large Tooin
with Metpt n" SHAD V ' N do K'ra'nc h "ofT e ra'uce I lent room' or partly furnished. J.Apartmenta
D. Kakln. Prop.
porch; Ideal for two. Ill East Central.
and board. Just the place to get atrung.
FOR RKNT Room with sleeping p.irt-- anil For ratee phnne 2429F-4- : free transportation
OR
bonrU for woman. 112 North Walter Phone Accommodations, now available. Mrg, 11. B.
Thomas.
17r4,
HALE
FOK RKNT
Cheap, "opiisiengt r car!
311
Furnished room with sleep- illtH. W. H. UK I'll), of the Lock hart Ranch FOR
Houth Eilllh.
has moved to 102 South Arno etreet, when
ing porch, gentleman prefered. 101 South
lie la prepared to taite
health seekers FOR SALE Hmllll l''iirni.n.Tr..l.
Walter.
Phone inns,
llil-i"FOR RENT Rooms furnished for house'"r
'"r';
keeping, large sleeping porch. 110 Houth
TYPEWRITERS.
SAI.K
Walnut.
Brand new
Form-a-- 1
Smith
ruck I2.-.- 0 takes n. Address Box 07, ear
All makes, overhauled a
RUNT
FOR
Two furnished rooms and TYPEWRITERS
Ti'iirnal.
repslretl. Ribbons for every . machine. Asleeping porch for light housekeeping. IJl
Phone 14 i' i Hi SA LI-lbuquerque Typwrlter Excbant.-Souh Walter.
Ford touring car. cheap. Hurfli Honth Fourth.
ley Davidson motorcycle, single
FOht RENT Rooms with sleeping
'5 I 111
porch
Wi'.uih Vale Phone
with or without board. Phone, 671. 11Z2
ir.no.j.
SALE
FOR
Houses.
WALK
FOR
East Central.
101
itiudohaklrT
i
spare.... tire and
liagsenger.
FOR RKNT Furnished front rem private FO HHA
rimmenu)Tiiniho-ri- r
.11111
n.ll... ...i. .....i
"
une.no re an. terns to I,re-(I,entrnne, close lo good boarding house.
two bath rooms, ranges, shades, garage,
tponslble parties. Phone (IK f.,r Martin
Ill South Walter.
close In. Thnxton 4 Co.
all t,0
West Central.
General.
FOR SALE Nice home, furnished and
FOR
SALE Furniture
cash
business.
bait
good
Hoot,
FOR RENT Nicely
paying
furnished
modern
moms for light housekeeping. Phnne t'7s Bungalow, JoutmI office.
FOR 8 ALU
la Ualvortlty
My rftildtiiK
FOR SALL Livestock.
ffaxaffe, etc.
Height
Bleplnff porcht-aTrm if pecAflflaty. Phone 89 or
Gfiy-M!- !!
miiVitirn bungalow"
FOR SALE Vlv-rioWill
car In tratlf; muhthly payV.MI.r AUTOMOllILK KTAGB.
FOR SALE A few good Poland
China ments cuniUr
If desired. Tlione
or a.diliea K;
owe, bred or open.
One
work carp Jnttrnnl.
good
Passenger Service
frorse. reasonable, phone 241 2.FI.
Leave KllyTr City 1:30 p. m.
Leave Mogollon fi;0ti n m
FOR SALE Extra fine, young pedigreed
WANTED Position.
Oars meet all trains. Largest
n,i k.,i
breeding stock Flemish Giant. New Zea
equipped auto livery In the southwest.
land, and Ruths Red Belgian hares. William w AN'J'KD ily couipctcnt .Atuerican Wiiinati,
Oeetreoh. Br., U North Eleventh Mtreet,
BENNETT AUTO CO.
work by the day "or chamber work, M.
lournal.
Albuquerque!,. N. yr.
Sliver city.
FOR BALK Will sacrifice two good all WANTKD ftunpetpnt
lady, ttiuiioicrttphe r
ilf alrH puNltlgu in or out uf
around horses with good double set har
C.
L.
towji.i.
ness. Itnncho De Atrlsco. near Dickenson's. Jtiurnnl.
TIME CARDS.
or lis South Fourth.
WANTElJ V"UUn hy tupull yiuiiK man
THE RIO OKANDtC DUROC HOO CUM- driving any kind of car, or help aruund
PAir tjf Albuqoerque. N. M.. LA ItflKHT A Karnfff Arrt- K. F. care Journal.
breeders of pure bred hogs In the state.
SPKCIAL BARGAIN PRICES F(J,l .1 ' N E
BUSINESS CHANCES.
One 7Ti0 l.b. Duroo Boar
.2.'i0.00
One 400 lb
n aiid wool
tou t.o
One lfiO lb
.',
s. 00
combined, baths. 1830 West Central ave..
0.1
KANTA FB RAff
ATCHISON, TOPEKA
One 125 lb
35.00
WAV ViK
One 100 lb
30.00 I'tlR
ALIC
III health I will sell
l,v
Owing
PURE BRED WEANED PIfiB at
11.50
Weatboanil.
my pop-cor- n
wagon at "II" theater. Hee
'
Native scrub Mexican pigs
2.00 Parki. Kims Hotel, from 10 to
No.
Class. ,
a. m
Arrives
Depart.
1. The Scout
City office. 1210 South Third. Phone 128S. FOH RENT One
7:10 pm.
:So pro,
if he best doublo store S. California Limited ..11:45
Ranch 6 miles south. Phone 240S-FBank "
am. 13:46 pm.
best
located
birtldlngs
for
and
(.eneral 7. Fargo Fast
reference, FIRST NATIONAL.
10:45
am.
11:11
am.
mert.handlne in the city. See J. D. Eakln at 9. Tb
1:30 am. 2.10 am
Navajo
Apartmenta 1001 West Central,
FOR REN1
Miscellaneous. Washington
AAejthbound.
phnne intt
101. El Paso Express ....
11:15 pro,
1
207.
Paso Express ...
11:45am.
HORSES and Klgs to Jemei Springe; eojap
FOR
Ranches.
.
Eostbonod.
ratee. S. Garcia; U02 North Arno.
11
SA
The
LK
FOR
Scout
1:0 Jam.
sell.
Must
7:35am.
small
argiio,
FOK RBNT OenUe driving horse aad bug- 2. Tbe Navajo
S 00 pm.
ranch all in wheat and nlfalfa. Innuire
1:40 pm.
ev It 00 for
hour.. Phnne 1ft4-.- T
4. California, Limited
117 West Copper.
:
Phone 1!-or 07.1
7:04 pm,
pro,.
I. Santa Fe Eight....
S5 pm. 10:10 pm.
Bl"even" acre fruit and alfalfa
FOR
ALK
MONEY TO LOAN.
ranch of the very best fruli there Is frown
From Sooth.
,.
n ifie valley; will trade for cliy property, til. Kaneas Oty and Chicago, T:0 am,
i
all 114 Watt Central,
mhum C(t
Quceeja, Ml tm,

WhUe7brTiIbT

-

RentRooms

-

"'

.....

SALEAutomobilesr- -

''

Sim

SALt

k

(

!'

!

Ktitt

I.

118 W. Gold Ave.

liii'.v.

i'i.lt HAI.k b'ui'iihure, for lion loom lo.o;.,.
and
ooiivenioiit to bImVs
.loiirnal.
Addifs

ply

i

STAR FURNITURE CO.
I'hone

lo

ON'B

Re-

frigerators, and buying Kecond
Hand Furniture is our main ' busi-

k'roiid

:

rm;

FOU

I.BOAIi NOTICE.
SUPPLY

iu.iiiia wiilt brl.
ill',.'T.l nuUHf.Kei-pwivale bath, jilt) North Fourth.
1 "urntHhi'C.
imiM
ruurns.
pvi
m
North Kecond. Albuquerque Hotel.
t(Jil 11KNT Three rooms vvifh n.'eiinH
imrih. 1(1. (in. J.mo Xonh Sei'iinil.
FOK R BNT If
weVli'rSTt hT
no "lkover Oolden Rule Store
pf"nh'at'
ii'OU hE.MT-Mou- ero
"rurnisneo "rimmej
5
running water. C3u Wait
ntrl
eumiened rooms ,r l.us.koep.
""BiB r"U,"" 121
N"rth
Third
ult KK.VT .'ur the sumnier hod rooms lii
liii'Ke
cool house on
North
Eleventh.
h"ne ,TL'I).

Dwellings.

;

,

-

13M-- J

U

FOR RENT

on Thint
Uallier
purttu
between Lead and hazeldine. ReL'lut'k

A

street,
turn lu 312 West HuKctdlne.

35c.

$16.25i16.60.
. 13,000.
Market
Reading
92
&
slow
to unevenly lower, mostly 25c to
Stcl.;
Republic Iron
83
.
lower.
Good
50c
$18.50.
lambs,
spring
gouthet-Paclc
.. 94
Southern Railway.'
'
Kansas City Uvcstook.
, . . ,.152
Texas Company
Kansas City,' June. 24. Cattle Rel
..122
tiiiion Pacific ..'..'
Market steady to
celpts 14,000.
,.124
U, S. Industrial Alcohol
Prime fed steers, $1.75W
strong.'
..108
United States Steel
17.60; dressed beef- steers, $13.00 if
LTtah Copper
., 8.0
16.50; western steers,' $14.00017.60;
cows. $6.75a13.5;
heifers, $8.00
'
CHICAGO ROARD OF Tit ADC
14.00; stockcrs and feeders, $i. 004?
calves,
14.09; 'bulls, $8.0011.60;
"
Ch Ic'agb, ju rte 2 i. Increasrng'mag $7.60014.25.
'.12.000. MarKei
low
nitude.of the Austrian defeat, to' er. Bulk. .$16.10 1S.30: heavy. $16.20
gether with London t.alk of a possible
16.36;,
16.20;
$16.10
light,
pigs.
enarate .peace with yVustrla, brought $10.00 p 16.75.
Ah0Ut a sharp break In rcorn, values
, MarRei
Sheep Receipts
7,on.
today during the, last thirty minutes strong. Lambs, $16.0019.25; year
pf , trailing. " The market closed neavy lings, $14.O0tol7.OO; wethers, $iz. uu
a
o tq
pet ..Jpwer, with July (&)15.0; ewes, $10.00i?l4.oo.
ana August i.4
1.43Ai to $1.43
J penvcr I,lvOHto'k.
c to
to $1.46. Pats finished
June 24. Cattle Receipts
Denver,
10c
to,
off and provisions unchanged
7.390.
Market slow and lower. Beef
A6tn
;' '..
.,
$12.00J16.60; cows and heif
i.v'oats were relatively ' weak through steers,
ers, $8.00 (tf 12.25; stockers ana reea- were
needed,
out the, day. Rainp
ers, $8.00 12.00; caives,
jis.uuigi
15.00.
.giving an advantage to .the bears.
800.
Recelnts
meats
Market 5c to
taBetter cash inquiry forMarket. help- 10cHoes
lower. Top, $16.25; tralk, $15.95
ed to lift the provision
Uii

.,,..,,.....,......

niTca in tlift
A. L. KKNC'flICK

'

72
87
43

. .

'

Al:J.i

20

!,

.

32

.

.

I'hone

Chicago IJvesttH'k.
Chicago, June 24 Cattle Receipts
12,000. Good steers steady, others Ji
strong to unevenly higher, including
JFcmaio.
yearling; butchers steady; calves
'
lower.
WA.N l'KD
saleswoman.
Competent
PERSONAL,
Ihb
Good hogs
Hogs Receipts 37,000.
Economist.
steady to 5c higher, others lower, , .v'i fc;D Waller or wuilress, also cook. LADY wall car will drive iuiriius, reasonable rates. Phone 60(1.
Pullman Cafe.
quality gdod. Bull: of sales. $16.15 0
16.35; buchers,- $16.20 ffi 10.35; pack WAN ;iJ A girl fyr general housework. .vKlt you one of the forty who visited the
Cn
Forest Runch dui'lng
(.VrrlUos Petrified
to
South Krtllh.
$16.335016.45;
light,
ing, $16.15;
good. $16,261 15.5Q;; pigs, $16.25& WANTED Woman to help with work in the first half of June? Free camping this
month.

..12

..

Ariz.

MevtTui
nvri--

CAKR

w

uer

XKV YORK MONTY.

.. 15' springs, 8034c.
Ctfs..., .. 33(i
LIVESTOCK
.. 90

Erte

flKuri--

.

I.

BUY oil leases near
drilling wells or on favorable
structures
geological
or anywhere there are oil indications. Can finance drilling proposition. Want to get In touch with
men who will do leasing on commission.
Hot 38. Kast Lus Veens. N. M.

Xew York, June 24. I,enri Firm. LOflT A rcrt eroohetAil hag with Binall Mirst'
Wiunfrt atid hundUerchU'f. Kt't-tlianne
Spot, $7.82.
Jl"'"""
'""e
Spelter Easy East St. Louis p"t.r'""
LOST
In fianm
blaik K'lP. eiintalnlng
$8.051' 8.25. .
'
nailer uf mi va u lit unvmiA .vidiii owner.
n
nnner
return
to
win
jnurna off re. re- KANSAS CITY I'HOOrCE.
ward will
Blven;

Sugar

Tel..........

finifl

c.f
AdilrrMK.

W.

Waller

Roomi.

HfortU.

ri'ti Hiinabla.

land within Hie

f by

FOR REW1

lt

.21 South

'M.'tlll.llW -

JIO
wn.
fbnlilj,.lil.
Flro and Autu Insurance.
Kutary I'ulillo

sleeping porch, electric
lircnlln shades, side wnll.a. f.u footfutures,
nil
fenced and.
aa uii the street. Tunis

i.i.t

Kansas City, June 24. Butter
institutions are taking precautions
40c; firsts, 38 '.c; seconds,
against heavy withdrawals Incident to Creamery,
packing, 30 c.
37c;
the thrift stamp "drive."
Eggs Firsts, 33 c; seconds, 26c.
.(.'losing prices:
Poultry Hens, 24c; roosters, 18
American Beet
.'.
68
American Can
47Va
American Smelting & Refining. 78
95
American Tel. &
American Zinc
.. 17
Anaconda Copper
85
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio . . ,
.. 64
..
Butte & Superior
.. 20
California Petroleum
. .147
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
.. 68
.. 66
Chesapeake & Ohio , ;
Chicago, Mil, & St. Paul. .. .. 43
Chino Copper
.. 49
Colorado Fuel & Iron
.. (!74
Crucible Steel
.. 31
Cuba Cane Sugar

$1.:ai

UnlliriMik,

cent;

of oil

Hertor uppi-uvegfolouiMta H

SALE--Ncj-

ok

THE LATEST OIL EXCITE.M EXT
HOLIiltOOK, AllIZ.
I will locate parties on Vi or Vj or

&SaVs

.

,

.

wmwom

I'iiv- - rmitn brick,
dninly Ininilun. enofl
piii'i'lics. li.isHni. iu, furiiiiui, firs pliuv. hard- wood flnurs.
built
in
fr.xurfu. Karaite.
li
for unly t.l.Too. It li
K"Ud
It.
VI.

Kama Fe brick
alow. I ivu lied rooms, large livingbungand
,
dinlnif ruoin with
flours, bain,

XmI Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 foutH Fourth treat

fouves HIT

hisw

Miscellaneous.

KHU SAI.li

KUi'd-n-

KOIl

h. lFLESSCiEl

.

,

Co.

modern,

WIS

Knew York, June 24. War new.
was the chief incentive for today's
strong and moderately active market,
traders attaching much sentimental
value to the Austrian retreat. Bulletins from the west front also gave impetus tq the advance, which encompassed many leading issues, rails excepted.
United States Steel made a gradual
rise of 2Vt points to 109, Its highest level in a month, on a turnover
that completely swamped all other
issues. Related issues moved forward
in almost equal degree.
Metals emerged
from ttielr pro
tracted period of inactivity at advances of one to two points In expectations of the adoption of a more liberal attitude by the' government toward producers and refiners.
Sales, 650,000 shares.
Neither time nor call money rates
were" disturbed by last week's contraction in bank reserves, but local

L Martin

A,

ward.
stuccoed bungalow In
University' Heights, modern, fire- RKAL ERTATI3. Kill 13 INSURANCE,
JOAN'S.
place.
$2,000
adobe, pebble dastied, I'hone ICO.
216. West Gold.
garage;

41

LUMMS

v.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, June 25, 1918.
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Marriage
CRESCENT HARDWARE CO. Announce
Teacher to
o
School
f
818 WEST CENTRAL AVK.
U. S. Army Man
Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

TUOXE SIS.

GUARANTEED.
ALBCQCKRQCE,

N. M.

NOW FOR A

GOOD CUP of COFFEE
NO. 57 COFFEE is here
pound
No more, or no less
A SPECIAL SALE TOMORROW
LOOK FOR IT HERE.

Wil l, II AVK

WARD'S
HOMER

STOhE
H.

S15 Marble

35c

WARD

i

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES
Coal and South

Avenue.

Wullcr.

578

Phone

Phones

T YRIC THEATET?
A

TODAY ONLY

Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford in

"The Red, Red Heart"
BLUEBIRD FEATURE

ALSO

TWO-REE-

L

IX FIVE REELS

ALICE HOWELL

Last November Albuquerque had an
unobtrusive visitor In the person of
the Honorable Dan Cupi'l. This tiny
god arrived unheralded, t,hot his famous darts and departed without ado.
Also last November Miss Leila IVy
son, who was a teacher In the pi.blio
schools left this fity for Fort Kill,
Oklahoma. Nothing In her actions
attracted attention and she return
ed to her duties as usual- Later she
accepted a position in the mailing department of the food administiu;lon.
Here she: mingled with the many
young women employed as e!er!s and
occasionally a diamond glittered on
her finger. And once or twice a wedt
ding ring appeared.
the
Speculation was rife among
other girls. To all t.heir pleas for information, however, the young woman
question turned a deaf ear. On
Sunday night, hvsver, the oat got out
of the bag. At the services In a church
of the city ,lt was announced that
Miss Bryson had wedded one of Uncle
Sam's soldiers, a Mr. Kauder, v. no

COMEDY

"Her Unmarried Life"

Miss Zelmo Howell, daughter S
of Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Howell of
Navajo, Ariz., and First Lieut.
O. C. Uazell of Dallas, Tex., were
married early last night at the
Presbytei ian parsonage, the Rev.
t Hugh Cooper performing the
ceremony. The wedding was at- tended only by the Immediate rel- 8
atives of the bride and bride- S
groom, several of whom arrived
? here only yesterday morning.
Following the ceremony, a wed- - $
ding dinner was held at the Al- varado hotel. The bride Is a grad- uate of the j Ward Bellemont
college for girls 'at Nashville,
Tenn. Lieutenant Bazell was an
attorney at Winslow before en- tering the urmy. He is a brother
of J. W. Bazell of Holbrook,
left ?
i Arli T.ieuf nnd Mrs.
last night for Dallas, where they
will reside as long as Lieutenant $
e Bazell Is stationed there.
?

picnic. They also voted to lend every
possible aid in the patriotic celebration.
Judge and Mrs. M. O- Mechem nad
Mrs. J. G. Fitch we.o visitors from
cherries, pickles,
Apricots,
Socorro yesterday.
apples, watermelons, bananas
Master Mechanic J. P. .McMurray
oranges, grapefruit.
of the Santa Fe shops returned last
All kinds of fresh vegetables.
night from a trip to Sun Marcial.
Mr- and Mrs. Julius Buschhoff of
W. 8. 8.'
Helen arrived In Albuquerque yesterMaileucci, Palladino&Co.
They returned ANNOUNCE CIVIL
day by automobile.
home last night.
Groceries and Meats
T. A. Doxey of Sin Antt n'o, Tex ,
SERVICE EXAMS.
801 W. Tljcras. Phones 45.496
student of the l!nl'arv.s .' of New MexNOW OPEN HERE
last night t r.
ico last year, was
his wuv to Mare Island to a:bt in
The United States civil service com
the navy.
open competitive
Charles Berndston, assistant ma- mission announces
chine foreman at the Santa Fe shops, examinations1 as follows:
Examinations in which
List No.
is off duty on account of an Injured
not assembled but
foot. He dropped u heavy Iron on it competitors nre
are rated upon the subjects of educa
PHONE
while at work several days ago.
PBOMIT SERVICE.
tion, training and experience and cor
75. STRONG BLK., COPPER
Chairman Charles, Springer of the roborative evidence. Applications for
AND SECOND.
council of Btale defense, who made an these examinations are received at any
fddress yesterday at the opening of time.
conferem o, left
the
Transitman (male), 900 to 1.200.
las-evening In a motor for Santa Fe.
Computer, coast and geodetic sur
O. J. Durand and Harold
Pierce, vey (male), $1,200.
g
streams
Field examiner (male and female),
who visited the
of the Jemez country, returned to the $1,200 to $1,800.
laboratorian (male),
They hnd a fine trio
Metallurgical
city yesterday..
and proved successful fishermen.
per diem, $4.56.
2
No.
List
Examinations In which
A brother and sister of Ben
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
not assembled, but fot
are
underwent
competitors
who
recently
&
273.
Thoin. Taxi. Phone
Martin
which applications must be filed by
E. W. Davis has returned to the c'ty an operation at the Presbyterian hospital, have arrived here from tit. the dates specified:
after a vacation of two weeks.
Inly 16.
Mrs M. Dla7. of New Orleans Is In Louis. Mr. Hillenkoetter Is reported
aid
and
engineer
Laboratory
the ,'iiy to visit hs' sen, M. It Diaz to be very 111.
Men of the (male), $800 to $1,200.
bonefide
All
In
hotel
B.
a
Mills, representing
J,
Assistant ceramic engineer (male),
I.os Angeles, Calif., is in the city on state are to be furnished with Identi$1,800 to $2,400.
and
credentials
cards
and
fication
business.
Ceramic assistant (male), $1,200 to
buttons. These are supplied by the $1,800.
William Springer and Kirk Quickto
mailed
tns
were
and
en, motored here yesterday from Los government
List No. 3 Examination in which
speakers yesterday.
will be assembled for
Angeles.
competitors
'
C.
former
W,
Ashcraft,
scholastic tests:
Private Paul T. Young of the army
and
lure
Santa
railroad
Fe
July 13, mounted watchman. Immirecruiting station has been promoted for the
now trainmaster at Wellington, Kan., gration service
to corporal.
(male), $100 per
from month, with an allowance
here
last
night
Born last Wednesday to Mr. and arrived
of $20 per
Mrs. W. L. Lynch, &25 Granite av- Amarlllo-- ' Tex, Hi is on his way to month for maintenance of mount.
Pueblo to visit his son.
July 19, law clerk and typewriter
enue, a daughter.
Fred While, receiving teller of the (male), $1,500 to $1,620.
Miss Hallie Mitchell and brother,
State National bunk, will leave to
July 24, physical laboratory helper
Guy T. Mitchell, returned yesterday
day for Jacksonville, Fla., to enter (male and female), $600 to $840.
from Portales, N. Mof the
Information and application blanks
corps
.'uuT: Sberrill of Orecnvlllr,, Tev, the ouartermaster's
His brother, George, enlisted may be obtained from II. F. Pagan,
jttterduy In Albuucr.iiO, he armv.
months ago.
locul secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Winfrey. in the navy several son of James
C. or C. L.
Albert
district secretary,
Bixler,
Snyder,
Triple Link Kebekah lodge, No. 10, nixler.
Rio Postoffice building, San Francisco.
In
the
was drowned
will meet in the i. O. O. V. .hall at 8
K.l
Sunday
o'c;oi k tonight. Visitors are welcome. Grande at The Paso, Tex.,
young man was a RED CROSS LADIES OF
Mrs. Arthur Baker was taken to afternoon.
of George W. Bixler of this
her home yesterday following her grandson
citv. The latter Informed tne Jour- JEMEZ SPRINGS WILL
conwilei-rriicHorn a recent operanal that he had received no particu-Hr- s.
tion.
be
may
CELEBRATE THE FOURTH
the
stated
hut
body
Dr. W. T. Murphy returned yesterburial.
for
here
brought
Chicago where ho attended
day
Fred Snyder, who
Mr. and Mrs.
"Jemez Springs will be turned over
a meeting of the American Medical
spent the past week on the Upper Bio to the ladles of the Bed Cross on the
to
Pecos fishing for trout, returned
Fourth of July," said Charles Clay,
Circle, No. 3, La lies of the the
city late yesterday afternoon, and proprietor of the Hotel Clay, who arG. A. It., will hold their regular meetto
as an evidence of their ability
In the city from the springs late
F.,hal! at 2:0 catch trout, brought back with them rived
ing in the I. O. Oafternoon. "There will he
yesterday
o clock this afternoon.
auite a number of fish- Several in a big celebration at the springs on
It. P. Barnes and Harry Harrmann
were remembered when the glorious Fdiirth, and we are anticfriends
timate
left yesterday fop Silver City, N. M.,
the fish were parcelled out for distri ipating a large crowd from the nearand the Mogollon mountains- where bution.
Mr. Snyder says fishing was by villages and ranches and even Althey will spend a week.
than this season on the buquerque- A genuine
never
better
Edmond-ionT.
MyJohn
.no L.
and those who know how Kentucky barbecue will be held ,the
Pecos
Bio
r'lci; u,d Emllio
izino, the latter to catch trout are very successful.
two beeves which will be cooked an5
two of Gallup, enlhted in tlu
A letter received from a soldier
will be presented free to the
if. rea-neyesterday mid left for El boy of Albuquerque by his parents served
Bed Cross ladies; there will be Indian
l e.so.
hero gives the information that the sports galore, horse racing, baseball,
'J'he Ladles Aid Society of the
citizens of Kokomo. Ind., turned out and other daylight events, and in the
Avenue Methodist c?iiirch vil! meet bv the thousands
when the soldier
nt : o'chik this aftere.oD.i with Mrs. train passed through that city from evening a grand dance will be given.
Everything to be offered for sale has
"W, H. Chrisman, 415 North Eleventh
Camn Funston to Camp Mills, N. Y., been donated free for Ihe occasion
by
street.
recently, and furnished the boys wh the merchants and citizens of the
Sena'or Isaac Barth left last night good things to eat and plenty of hot
and the Bed Cross ladles are
for some Atlantic port. He is on a coffee. The letter says the Kokomo springs,
business mission for the government people treated them better than any now counting on the receipts to send
will be hot
and is unable to make public iho bus- other town on the route, and, "If he them 'over the top,' There
and cold mineral waters on the stands
iness.
gets back from the war Kokomo will for the
rheumatics, and circus
Augustin Bazen ond Blass Sandoval be his home in the future." Leo
for the kiddles. Everybody Inenlisted In the Infantry at the army Prestel, who has just returned from
the vited and expected to attend."
recruiting station jesterday and left Kokomo, says he was there when and
W. 8. S.
citizens entertained the soldiers
for El Paso.
COMINU DAXCE,
THE
entertainment."
"some
Fourth
was
their
that
it
proposed
Finding
The Bed Cross dance
"
of July picnic would conflict with
NOTICE.
Will be your chance
the patriotic celebration here on that
Loan
Your bit to do
All bonds of the Third Liberty
date, the local' Shriners voted last
Tor a dollar, too!
for In full at time of application
night to indefinitely postpone their paid
nre ready for delivery.
of June
On the twenty-sixt- h
STATE NATIONAL BANK.
You'll hear 'the merry tune .
Trimble's
Of the military band
LWery ami saddle borse.
Red Barn.
Which will be somefln' grand.
Springer Transfer Co,
8. c.
M. WILLIAMS
; The time's eight-thirt- y
Dentist
'
5, :
And the armory ain't dirty
Rooms 1 and S. Whiting Building
You're assured a good time,
S4.
No.
phone
In spite of this rhyme, ;
Corner ttecond and Gold,
,

Strong Brothers

new board of

ill-

-

rectors was clcectd. The new
board will meet in the Chumlicr
of Commerce

at

building

7::tO

o'clock' Wednesday night.
lowing arc tlie members of the
new board:
Mrs. Ei C, Butler, Mrs. Tlwo- dote W. Cody. Mrs- W. II. Chris- man, Miss Hildegrade .".rsluil,
Mrs. William M. Fair, I). Evelyn

4

Frisbie, Mrs. E. B. Garcia, Mrs.
C, Gould, Mrs. II. F. Lulx-lle- ,
Miss Frances Latliron. Mrs. VVII- Mam Henry I. (ma. Miss ldiura
Lovelace, Mrs. John Milne, .Mrs.
A. F. MorHsettc. Airs. A. E. Park.
er, Mrs. II. It. Pollock, Mrs.
Charles Porter,
Miss Itlmu'ho
Portcrficld, Miss Muud Hadcliffe,
Mrs. P. J. Redliicton. Miss Mar- caret. Savace, Mrs. Boy A. Stanim
Mrs. Roy D. Strome. Mm. Anna
Ntniinquist, Miss Maibello Wil- -

Thirty-Piec- e

Band.

Mother-Daught-

trout-fishin-

Paralta Plays
PICK OF THE PICTCRES

a,
I m '111

3

Two Beuvy Teams.
Two Light Teams.
Twenty Well Broken, Gentle
Saddle Horses.
Miit be sold at once.

See A. B. McMillen

or J. Pence.

aiso

EyES

NO

hi

rnwritten Chapter

American

History.

Adults, I Oc; Children, 5c
Adults, ISc: Children, 10c
1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00. 9:00 p. Jn.

DR. KING.' SPECIALIST
he hi his office TiU RSDAY.
FRIDAY and SATl'RDA Y this week.!
508 2 West Central Avenue. Phone!
H85 for Appointments.
A'lll

'

TODAY

IDEAL THEATER

ONLY

Above the Law"
louisTin:c. gielitz II "The Man
FIVE REEL FEATl RE
A

TAILOR
Will open for business on or before July 1st with a complete line
men's suitof new and
ings at 107 South Fourth street,
formerly occupied by Green, the
Tailor.

A GOOD COMEDY.
5c

CHILDREN, All Day .
ADULTS, Matinee, 10c;

M

DE TO ORDER

'

Gnllnp Lump
Ceriillos Lump.

HAUSER'S SADDLERY
111 W. Copper.

TELL 1tENRY'S8dEiVERY

Phone

40(1.

Evening, 15c

Mazinova in "WAR BRIDES."

Hahn Coal Co.

Gallup Stove
Cerrillos Stove

PHONE 91
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
coke, MM Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling,

Journal Wants Brina Results!

Lime,

Phone

Bry ant's Delivery
SERVICE

LUNCH at.

FOR QUICK

42S West Copper.

GRIMSHAW'S

BITTNirTHOuiF'ROOIVIS
Orders
flags.
Women of American Army, 223 West
Gold Avenue.
W. S. ft.
Persons who vt lan to rrnevr or take
out membership In the Red Cross
ran do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson A Co., Grlmshaw's
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning

the chairman of tbe Membership
mittee. No. 1.1ft f.W.

Four
'

suits

pressed

$1
$1.25.

J,

MARRON

DR.
821

Co.

Delivery. Plitmn 090.

ALONSO

WEST CENTRAL
Phone 831--

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK RESULTS.

z

KJMjsAsWbLai

THEATER

com-

W. 8. 8.

Today and
Tomorrow

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY.

ALVARAD0 EGGS.
On sale by leading grocers the
morning after they are laid; 5.c.

ELEcllc'slHoi

SUITS CLEANED,

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning

Second and Central
"Grtmshnw Wants to See You"

w; s. a.
taken'' lor service
--

PHONE

The

DOG MUZZLES

Bawktos, Skinner, Cluimpion, Con
roy and San Joso Market: 5m. dozen.

CITY

in Seven

Parts

RAISE IN PUICi:s.

Admission
EVEMXti Adnilshlon
rime of the Slums

FITTED
RIGHT

special production

Toto in the aJunk Man??

Tomorrow

GENTRY'S EGGS

Phone 501.

A

MATINEE

tWhatshop

Has Just received a beautiful line
of
hats at very reasonable prices. Call and see them.
Mrs. D. It. Chamberlin, 109 S. 4th St.

HI'

Bessie Barnscale as "Jeanne
BoAiiort:,'. in her Paralta
productiei )of Hajold Mc
Grath $ imysterv story,
"Madam Who7'.'

Distributed By
Ilodliinsoti Corporation

W.

IV.

"liim

'll

I'll

SHOP

57

EXTRA SPECIAL FEATURE

DELIVERY.
AND
CALL
BATCH'S OLD STAND

FREE

WANTED
To rent a five or
modern bouse or bungalow at
once. Address 819 North lltli
or phone 2 138-six-roo- m

J.

srnt

HAY FEVER
Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.
O. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 655. Residence, MB

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
ALBUQCERQl'E LUMBER CO.
423 N. First.
Phone 421.

f

,

L.-.-

USED CAR SALE

n.-.-

n

Look Over
One

One

For

STORAGE

:

,

jy

List You Way
What You Want,

Oakland

Touring,

Overland

(450

..$300
Overland
Touring.
- passenger
S275
One Overland Roadster. .. .$150,
One
Overland
Touring,
- passenger
$130
One Bulck Touring,

8 Pa rt Special F e ature
Henry

5-

6-

By Cecil Raleigh and

$950

,

One Buick Touring (Light
$900
6)
One Studebaker Six.

$850

SHOWS
1

t

D

Phone 710.

'511-51-

CO.i
5

W. Central

Hamilton

Tourneur.

Produced by Maurice

Originally created by Cecil Rnh'lgh and Henry Hamilton of the Drury Lane, London, with the
masterly direction of Arthur Collins. Its direction Is magnificent. Its photography Is superb.
It has wonderful scenes, surprising climaxes. It Is universal hi Its theme. All limits of stage
possibilities were reached in the original production nnd now it has been made into the sufllnidom.
of
prcme offering

AMONG
BARGAINS
MANY
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

KISTLER-OVERlAN-

y&

Tourlntc,

One

lem-oan-

a

the

Find Just

1

'MADAM
WHO?'

ypv

Horses for Sale

pany, who, with Bonifacio Montoya.
vice president of the company, and
Miss Lucia de Aragon, a niece of Mr.
Sanchez, who la also a stockholder of
the company, returned to the city yes
terday after a tour' of the towns west
of Albuquerque in the Interest of the
MrSanchez states
sail company.
that he and party werei successful iif
getting quite a number of people interested in the company by the purchase of stock, and It is the intention of the company to push the development of the salt properties as
rapidly us possible. Salf is being shipped now in carload lots, but'lhe company intends soon to construct cement
vats, inBtall machinery for a pumping
plant and salt refining apparatus. The
salt lakes are located near Willaid,
Torance county. Mr. Montoya ha
to his home in Santa Fe.

Tour baggage troubles.
-- V.
8. V- -

Bessie
Barriscale

jt

f

Military

Cross Work Rooms,

linms-

2

to

AT
Admission,

'

1:00, 2:45, 4:30, 6:15, 8:00 9:45 P.' M.
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c
AND THE WAR TAX.
, ::.
.
Chlldretk 13c; Tax 2c 15c,
Adults, 22c, Tax 3c 25e
;

"

F.venltig

l!

SPECIAL

Tickets on sale at Strong's
Book Store, .Mil (son's and Bed

J.

Undertakers

LOCAL ITEMS

a

Association

L1L

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PiCTURES AND MUSIC

DANCE
Wednesday, June 26
8:30 P. M.
AT THE ARMORY
Admission $1.00
Per Couple

At a meeting of members of
the Young Women's Christian

Pi

TftrtAV AND TOMORROW

THE RED CROSS

MEETING YESTERDAY

tin b&SI 9

fWTfrngf

Meet Us At

AT

shortly after left for France.
Information received here yesterday was to the effect that Mr- itauder SALT COMPANY OFFICIALS
expected to be placed in the front line
trenches to face the GeimanB in a
VISIT WESTERN TOWNS
very short time.
AND RETURN TO CITY
ARIZDnFgIRL MARRIES
I. C.
managing director of
ARMY LIEUTENANT HERE the NewSanchez,
Mexico rfilt Refining com-

-

FRESH IN TODAY

I

Y. W. C. A. ELECTS
NEW DIRECTORS

,

